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Editorial Notes.

A RESOLUTION is said to have been passed by
the School Board of London, Ontario, forbid-
ding teachers to discuss school affairs in the
public press. We do not know very well what
sins the London teachers have been guilty of that
it should be thought necessary to punish them,
like naughty school-children, by restricting their

Jiberties and impugning their good sense, but we
feel sure that such a regulation is one which no
Board has a right to make, and one to which no
teacher of spirit will submit.

WE should be glad to receive special contri-
butions for Arbor Day number of the JOURNAL,

which will be the number for May 1st. Cannot
some of our friends who have had successful ex-
perience in the observance of former days,
furnish some hints that may be useful to their
fellow teachers ? Perhaps some can tell us of
their success with various shrubs, trees, plants,
etc., or describe the means they have found
most successful for making and keeping the
boys and girls interested in the neatness and
beauty of the school grounds and sur-
roundings.

Practical Problems in Arithmetic is still selling
very rapidly. It is a work most cordially recom-
mended by practical educationists. It will
furnish every teacher in the first, second and
third forms with all the arithmetical problems he
requires-about 7oo-well arranged and graded
for the respective classes. It is a coming book
for these forms. Why should a teacher waste
his time and wits in devising arithmetical ques-
tions, when for- so small a sum he may have a
book containing a supply for all time and for all
purposes ? Send 25 cents to Grip Printing and
Publishing Co., 28 Front street west, Toronto,
and get the book by return mail, post-paid.

THIS issue closes Volume II. of the -EDUCA-
TIONAL JOURNAL, and next number will, of
course, be the first of Volume III. This is,
therefore, an excellent time to subscribe. We
are gaining, issue by issue, a clearer insight into
the condition of the schools and the wants of
our subscribers. We are also, we trust, getting
more and more into the confidence of our sub-
scribers. What better service can any teacher
who has found our fortnightly visits helpful and
stimulating, render to any fellow-teacher who,
he may happen to know, does not see the JOUR-
NAL, than to call his attention to it and induce

him to subscribe ? We are always glad to send
sample copies to any address as requested.

EVERY one who is interested in educational
matters in Ontario, and graduates of the
University of Toronto, in particular, will join
with us in deploring the series of gross personal
attacks upon the venerable President of the
University, which have appeared in the columns
of the Mail. We are glad to see that the editor
of that paper disclaims all sympathy with his
correspondents in the matter, and regrets the
bad tàste and feeling displayed in the letters.
Under the present arrangement the Ontario
Government, and its Minister of Education are
solely responsible for appointments to the staff
of the University, though theyhave an undoubted
right to seek advice wherever they may think fit.
We should suppose, however, that these un-
pleasant incidents would suffice to make clear to
all interested the propriety, if not necessity, of
having the nominations to all important educa-
tional positions put into the hands of some com-
petent and independent nominating committee.

HAVE yOU looked into the merits of School
Work and Play ? The Publishers beg again
to call the attention of teachers to this new
paper for their pupils. The list is creeping up,
and our editor receives very many letters of com.
mendation. The paper is every where admitted
to be just what the boys and girls want, while the
young readers themselves are manifestly eager for
the appearance of every succeeding number. But
we must have 4,ooo additional subscribers before
it can be said that this new Canadian paper for
Canadian boys and girls is on a safe financial
footing. We are trusting to the teachers to put
this matter in shape; for we believe they would
like to see such a publication circulated among
their pupils. A little effort on their part will
secure a sufficient number of school clubs to
càrry success ; while their unfortunate indiffer-
ence to the project will result in its certain fail-
ure. We thank those who have already sent
clubs. We have admitted, from the first, that
we can do nothing without their co-operation ;
for it is, specifically, a school paper. Its depart-
ments are all in that line, and all its contents
tend not only to instruction and entertainment,
but to help in 4he direction of school work. We
are sparing no pains or expense to make it good,
and we again ask our friends of the teaching
profession to help us. Look out for No. 7,
dated April 5th. In it will be found the first of
the juvenile pages, to be hereafter conducted by
Mr. J. L. Hughes, the well-known Inspector of
Toronto.
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READ the report of the Halton Teachers'
Association which appears in this issue. The
meeting seems to have been an excellent one,
as was also that of the West Middlesex Associa-
tion, which we are obliged to hold'over.

IN answer to inquiries by correspondents on
the matter referred to in "Question Drawer,"
in last issue, " Teacher " explains as follows:-

The books mentioned in my letter of Nov. ist.
were (1) Meiklejohn's English Language, pub-
lished by D. C. Heath & Co, Boston, $i.8o.
(2) Fowler's English Language, Harper Bros.
N.Y. New Edition, $2.75. The duty will
make the prices about $2. and $3.

SEVERAL young lady students of McGill Col-
lege are pressing the Faculty for permission to
engage in the study of medicine, either in separ-
ate classes or otherwise. The justice of their
claim, and the desirableness of affording women
facilities equal to those provided for mehi in this

indispensable department of professional study,
are now too obvious and too generally ad-
mitted to be easily set aside. The young
women are anxiously waiting for the august fac-
ulty to solve the problem.

A FRIEND sends us the following information
which may be useful to many of our readers :-

Collectors and exchangers of Canadian flora
have lacked a check-list since Professor Ma-
coun's Catalogue has been out of print. The
want is now supplied by the publication of a new
check-list, corrected and complete to date, the
work of Mr. James M. Macoun, Ottawa, Botani-
cal Assistant to the Geological and Natural His-
tory Survey of Canada. It is based on the
Catalogue published by his father some years
ago. Every school that has started to make an
herbarium should have a copy of this check-list
before the edition is exhausted.

THE Toronto School Board has at length been
aroused to a sense of duty in connection with
the want of school accommodation for the child-
ren of the city. At a recent meeting of the
Board the report of the Committee on sites and
buildings, recommending the erection of new
schools and additions to present buildings to
the extent of 1o6 class-rooms, which, at fifty pu-
pils per room, provide school places for an

additional 5,060 children, was adopted, and a
deputation was appointed to visit some of the
leading cities of the United States for the pur:
pose of studying the latest improvements in
school architecture.

PROFESSoR FORD, writing from Detroit, gives
us, amongst other educational matter, the follow-
ing interesting item:-

"Some of your people took a worthy interest
in the great meeting of our National Educational
Association at San Francisco last fuly, and sev-
eral Canadian provinces are well represented in
the published register of about 8ooo attendants.
They, and perchance others, will be interested to
know that a genuine literary monument of the
re-union has been made, in the massive octavo
volume of Transactions, now in print, and to be
had for the nominal price of one dollar from
Prof. J. H. Canfield, Secretary, N. E. A., Law-

rence, Kansas. It is a superb bulletin of the
progress and status of education in this country."

Professor Ford wishes us to express his deep
regret that " the ' far cry !' as the Scotch would
put it, from Detroit to the Pacific Coast last
Summer lost him many letters," among which
may have been some from Ontario Institutes.
This will explain any failure to answer communi-
cations. Any letters addressed to him at No.

393 Second Avenue, Detroit, Michigan, at any
time, will receive prompt attention.

IT is pretty safe to predict that in the better
days to come there is nothing on which our
wiser descendants will -look back with more
amazement than at the short-sighted parsimony
displayed by their rural ancestors, of this time,
in the conduct of the schools for the education
of their children. The rural teacher is, as bas
been well observed by some one, the most im-
portant of public servants, and the most unfor-
tunate. He is certainly one of thé most poorly
paid. It is a Job's comfort to find that our
Republican neighbors are no wiser than our own
people in this matter. The State Superintend-
ent of Public Instruction in New York, draws a
sad picture of the state of affairs in rural sections
of that State. Attendance at the crossroads
school is irregular, so that much of the teacher's
labor is virtually thrown away, The trustees
drive hard bargains in regard to his salary. He
is usually hired by the term, indeed, the trustees
frequently undertake to hire him by the day or
week, in order that they may be free to effect a
change at any time. There, as here, the num-
ber of young persons seeking employment as
teachers is very large, and this competition, of
course, favors the rýiggardliness of the trustees.

PROFESSOR MAX MULLER has been making
an eloquent defence of the study of the so-called
dead languages, literatures and philosophies, in
the universities. He deprecates the moderniz-
ing tendencies of these utilitarian and iconoclas-
tic times. Those ancient masterpieces are, he
maintains, not dead. They live in our modern
languages, literatures and philosophies. This is
a grand truth, but it seems to prove almost too
much. It suggests the query, why not, then, let
the modern student get them from these modern
sources ? We have no disposition, however, to
combat Professor Muller's views. The scholar,
in pursuit of learning, must needs seek to
trace all knowledge to its source. He must
keep himself ever in touch with the past. But
the great majority of present-day students in our
universities are in search not so much of learn-
ing as of mental training. Their aim is to secure
the fullest possible development of their powers,
under such conditions as will best fit them to
solve the practical problems, and to engage in
the active pursuits of the present day. There
will always be an honored work and place for
the select few whose lives are devoted to the
pursuit of learning for its own sake, but it is too
much to ask that all our educational institutions
should be moulded with reference to their tastes
and needs.

Educational Thought.

MY " CHILDREN."
"Good-bye, my darlings." Then I close the door

Upon the little flock I term my class ;
My " Comforters," I call them, and they are,

For what a child's sweet comfort can surpass ?

Oft, when I feel as if it were as well
If only life for me might be no more.

When the deep trouble that I cannot quell
Seems heavier, even, than the day before,

Then they come to me with their loving speech,
And make me feel I am not all bereft,

That whilst I have these little ones to teach
They need me, and life still has something left.

Yet, my wee scholars, with your watchful eyes
Bent on my life as on a guiding star,

You cannot even dimly realize
The great responsibility you are.

Every least word and deed of mine you take
As proof of that which you may say and do;

How shall I live that so I may not make
Your lines of right and wrong less clear and true ?

How shall I guard my tongue from thoughtless
speech ?

How shall I check the too impulsive deed ?
Father, I cry to Thee, for Thou can'st teach

The wisdom I so sorely lack, yet need.

They will go forth from me to take their place
Either for good, or ill, in other lives

Mothers, it may be of a future race.
Help me to fit them to be good men's wives.

Help me, Oh Lord, their opening souls to train
To shun the evil and to choose the good;

Give me to see them, Lord, at last attain
Unto a pure and gentle womanhood !

Then, when in theirs, some other lives are blessed.
May I not feel I have not lived in vain ?

Then shall my life-work stand, O Lord, confessed,
And others reap the harvest of my pain.

-Esperance, in Toronto Mail.

MENTAL pleasures never cloy ; unlike those of
the body, they are increa8ed by repetition, ap-
proved of by reflection, and strengthened by enjoy-
ment.-Lacon.

OUR competitive examinations tend almost en-
tirely to bring to the front those whose minds are
the best stored, and many persons therefore have
come to the conclusion that by such a course we
have obtained for our various services what are
termed " the cleverest youths." It does not, how-
ever, follow that this result has been obtained.
The greatest brain power may actually be low
down in the liEst of a competitive examination in
which stored knowledge alone has been requisite.
There is a certain advantage to be gained by storing
the mind with facts, and some people imagine that
a knowledge of these facts indicates an educated
and strong mind. It, however, merely proves that
the mind has been stored ; it does not prove it to
have been strengthened.-Chambers' journal.

THE questions thatcan be asked, and the answers
to which constitute the whole body of knowledge,
whether science or philosophy, can be reduced to
a very few classes. It is possible for a wise
teacher in a few years to ao question a pupil that
all his powers shall be aroused, all the sources of
information be opened to hini and at his command,
and so that he shall possess a method of inquiry
himself, which renders his progress swift, certain,
and satisfactory. Ten categories will, perhaps, ex-
haust the list. They are: What ? Of what kind?
H ow many ? How much ? Who ? Where ? When ?
How? Why? What then? One who is accus-
tomed to seek an answer to all of these inquiries,
to follow " the connection and dependence of ideas
till the mind is brought to the source on which it
bottoms," is already, in a very large sense, an edu-
cated person. He alone is a good teacher, who is
not, like Peter Lombard, a " master of sentences,"
but, like Socrates, a master of questions.-Thos,
J. Morgan in Educatan.
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Sfecial Pa5ers.

BAIN'S "TEACHING ENGLISH."*
BY W. TVTLER, B. A.

(Concluded from last number.)
OUR author next treata of the Elements of Style.

This chapter consiste of copious illustrations of his
method of treating English prose as a school exer-
cise. Extracts are given from Macaulay, Carlyle,
and other writers, and a detailed analysis is en-
tered into of the sentence and paragraph structure
of these passages.

This is in many respects a véry valuable portion
of the book, and it might be much more so if the
work were arranged on any systematic scheme.
Instead of being so arranged, it is taken up in any
order, apparently, that happens to suggest itself to
the author's mind. Hundreds of sentences are ex-
amined with r< ference both to their internal struc-
ture and their position in relation to the context,
and one cannot fail to be struck with the prevailing
justice of Dr. Bain's criticisms and the reasonable-
ness ofbis suggestions. Here andthere, however,
there are confessions of inability to comprehend
the reason of certain arrangements and forms of
sentences which do more honor to the author's
candor than to his acuteness.

These exercises are valuable to the teacher of
English as showing in what way a prose passage
may be minutely examined and utilized as a lesson
in style. They are, however, in my opinion quite
unbuitable for a class that bas not previously taken
up the subject in a systematic way. Their total
wart of arrangement is likely to have an injurious
effect on pupils who are considering the elements
of style for the first time.

One of the most prevalent demerits of our teach-
ing in this department is a want of clearly defined
systen-a haphazard examination of atl sorts of
points that occupy the atteation of the clans just as
they chance to occur to the teacher's mind. Such
a method has its value as a review exercise after
the class bas become fairly familiar with the class-
ification and nomenclature of the subject, and are
able to assign each point as it arises to its proper
place in the scheme.

But granting to these critical readings of Dr.
Bain the full value to which they are entitled, to
what, after ail, do they lead ? The only practical
result, the only thing that the pupil has suggested
to him as something to do, is-variation in the
arrangement and combination of the components of
sentences and paragraphs.

But if it i useful for a student of English to ar-
range in different order words already supplied, it
is certainly just as useful to teach him to supply
the words in which to express thoughts that are
2iven to him. It is clear that this is an im-
portant part of the school course in English is evi-
dently strongly held by cur educationalauthorities,
as a glance at the prescribed High School course
will prove.

The papers prepared by the departmental exam-
iners are on the same line. Not only is a dislo-
cated and disarranged sentence given to Third
Class candidates to be re-written in good literary
form ; but they are asked to write a composition
on a subject taken from the prose lessons with
which they are presumed to be familiar. In other
words they are expected to clothe thoughts which
are furnished to them, in good English-applying
what they have learned of sentence and paragraph
construction, and exemplifying the various quali-
ties of style to which their attention bas been
called, and which the subject of their composition
may demand.

On teaching English will not, if is evident,
supply the English teacher with what is necessary
so far as prose is concerned. This is of less con-
sequence as there are two text-books on this sub.
ject-one for junior, and one for advanced forms,
which meet bis wants.

There is another book treating of the structure
of English prose which is exceedingly valuable as
a guide to teachers of English. This is ifinto's
ManualofEnglish Prose Literature. Itssuperior-
ity consists in the fact that the critical examination
of standard authors is taken up eystematically.

*Read before the Modern Language Association of
Ontaro.

The author first lays down a scheme-one which,
it may be remarked, is substantially that adopted
by McElroy and also borrows very largely trom
Minto. This plan covers the whole ground of Eng-
lish prose style, and the divisions and subdivisions
are pretty much those adopted by general consent
as a logical and proper arrangement of the subject.

The introduction which treats briefly of this
division gives in small space a very valuable sum-
mary of the leading facts of Rhetorical Analysis so
far as relates to Prose. With this fairly mastered,
a pupil should be prepared for the critical reading
of a prose author. Only he must read him in
Minto's method, not in Bain's. Three authors are
selected by Minto-DeQuincey, Macaulay and
Carlyle. Each of these three great masters of style
is considered systematically, following the details
of the scheme of analysis. Each has hie excellen-
cies and defects pointed out under the various
divisions and subdivisions of the elements and
qualities of style. That this is a more reasonable
and profitable method of study than the take-it-as-
it-comes style of Dr. Bain need hardly be said.

We come now to the next great division of the
work, TIte Emotional Qualities of Style, occupy-
ing nearly half the book.

After referring to some of the more common er-
rors in dealing with poetry be proceeds to a de-
tailed examination of the emotional qualities gen-
erally. He next exemplifies these by a critical ex-
amination of poetic passages. Byron's " Childe
Harold'' is taken as anillustration of the poetic use
of figures of speech, and the passage on the Ocean
to illustrate the poetry of the male% olent emotions,
Campbell's Ode to the Rainbow for poetic qualities
generally, and so on.

A glance at the Table of Contents will show the
wide scope of bis inquiries and the searching na-
ture of bis examination. Aithough this part of bis
book is far more orderly and systematic than the
former, yet here, too, we cannot help noticing his
tendency to take things as they come-to depart
on the slightest provocation from the schemes
which be himself has laid down. The result of this
is that the portion treating of "Poetic Qualities
generally " is scarcely fitted for a class o begin.
ners.

It is quite evident that if anything satisfactory
is to be accomplished in our classes by the critical
reading of English poetry, the pupils must be
enabled to sec for themselves what the qualities of
style really are. It i& impossible to go over minutely
atl the poetry prescribed for a year's work, and if it
were, and if the pupils were to absorb wholesale the
opinions of the English master, what-outside of
examination purposes-would be the benefit ? If
there is to be any reality in this, the pupils must be
taught to become critics themselves.

This cannot be donc by desultory rambling
among ail the points of criticism. The work must
be systematic and progressive, or the power will be
acquired by but few, and these only specially en-
dowed individuals.

It is this part of Dr. Bain's work that has spec.
ially attracted the attention of critics, and be has
been vigorously attacked for the manner in which
he bas dealt with the poetic passages he bas ex-
amined.

The essence of the charge against him is that by
such a critical examipation, poetry is degraded-
its spirit is lost-its virtue is destroyed-it is
robbed of all life and beauty and soul ; that by
such treatment, the poem, instead of fulfilling its
legitimate and intended function, of being a source
of pleasure and inspiration, becomes a wearisome
and repulsive task.

This is no new objection to the critical analysis
of poetry, and it is one that on the surface appears
to have much force.

But I believe that a closer examination of the
subject will convince us that the minute criticism
will never destroy the beauty of truc poetry-that
on the contrary, the more thoroughly we under-
stand the artistic means by which the poet bas
reached his finest effects, the more deeply shall we
be moved by the influences of bis verse.

There are many, probably the majority of us,
who appreciate poetry in only a feeble and imper-
fect way. The melody and music of the verse de-
light our cars, and we remain satisfied with but a
dim comprehension of the poet's meaning. It is, I
am sure, a common experience, te find, after the
lapse of years, during which we have been familiar

with the words of some poem, or stanza of a poem,
that we have suddenly awakened to the fact that
ail the time we understood not at aIl, or but very
imperfectly, the thoughts that thewords contained.

If this is the case with persons of mature years,
and some familiarity with English poetry, how
much more is it likely to be the case with the boys
and girls in our schools ?

Critical examination of even the simplest poem,
close questioning in regard to the ideas contained
in it, will soon convince the teacher that the mean-
ing, which to him appears so plain and obvious
that it is impossible to miss it, is grasped but par-
tially by those who may be quite familiar with the
words, even though at the same time they may to
a large extent appreciate its beauty, and be pleased
with its melody.

Those of an artistic and poetic nature, who.grasp
the poet's thought as it were by intuition, are apt
to- be impatient with their duller brethren who muet ,
by'slow and painful climbing reach heights which
they have attained almost without an effort. It is
chiefly from critics of this class that the objections
to Dr. Bain's method have come.

It may be granted at once that there is an
element of truth in their accusations. Our author
does occasionally carry his cold-blooded anatomy
to what seexisaieçdless lengtb, and the effect is
not always pleasant. Dr. Bain's warmest friends
will not claim for him that be possesses any very
large share of " celestial fire," or that he views
things through that golden atmosphere through
which the world shows itself to the poet's eye.

But it may be questioned whether, on that very
account, he is not better fitted for work of this kind
than one of a more ardent and artistic tempera-
ment. Those who possess this are able to grasp at
once the beauty and fulness of the thought, and ap-
preciate the harmony of word and thought, and
they are apt to be impatient guides to those who
have to follow them with slow and painful steps.

But even granting that for the general reader
such criticism is repulsive and unnecessary, how is
it with school work ? The vast majority of both
teachers and of pupils are of prosaic natures,
and require atl the assistance that can be obtained
in their search after this power to appreciate and
understand the full meaning of a poem.

The only meane to reach the desired end seeme
to be some such method as that recommended and
illustrated by our author.

" Poetryis the artistic expression of thought in
emotional and rhythmical form."

It is surely a legitimate proceeding to examine a
poem with a view to finding whether or not it is
artistic, what w8rds and phrases and figures excite
our emotions and what emotions they excite-how
far the language is melodious-and what arrange-
ment of phonetic elements contributes to ite
melody.

If poetry is not to be studied in some such way
as here indicated, how is if to be etudied ? What
is meant by critical reading, if not this ?

It is somewhat amusing to notice that Dr. Bain
condemns the conversion ofPoetry into Prose in a
school exercise, onpretty much the same grounds on
which bh himself is condemned for critical methods
ofanalysing poetry. In his unqualified condemna-
tion of the Paraphasing of Poetry he is in accord
with a large number of educational authorities.
The objections urged are that if is " repugnant to
the aesthetic faste," that it is a degradation of a
noble form of expression, etc., etc.

" Turning good poetry into bad prose" is about
the kindest thing that is said of ir.

It seems to me, however, that on this subject
there is something more to be said. These ob-
jectors miss what may be admitted to be the
only justification of this paraphasing of poetry-
that ta, that it is a test of the pupils' knowledge of
the poet's meaning. This meaning does not always
lie on the surface; and it often happens that read-
ers, especially young readers, are pleased with the
melody and rhythm of the poem, and fancy they
understand the thoughts which the poet has so fel-
icitously expressed, when, in reality, the pleasure
they are conscious of receiving comes from quite a
different source.

There is not much good poetry of which if can be
said; as was said of Macaulay's prose-" No one
ever read a sentence a second time because be
did not understand it the first time." In arriving
at the poet's meaning, there are difficulties to be
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surmounted. How shall the teacher know that the
puapil has conquered the difficulties, that bie cern-
prehends what he is studyingP Thc pupil muet
give the meaning as it appears te him cither orally
or in writing. This is simply paraphrasing, and I
fail to sec why it is not a rational and useful exercise.

Time will n t allow me te enter into details of
the authcr's treatment of the varidus poets consid-
ared. As a rule I think the ordinary man will
agree, in the main, with his remarks, althoug he
may at tires shrink from bis apparent want o feel-
ing in bis treatment of some fine passages. But
even in these I believe a closer examination will
lead to substantial accord with the critic

To take an example for which Dr. Bain bas been
vigorously attacked-his treatment of Shelley's
" Ode to a Sky-lark." It is precisely with such an
author as Shelley that the young reader, especially,
is in danger of being led away by the magnificent
imagery-the gorgeous word-painting-the marvçl-
lous melody of the verse. To one whose whole
soul is steeped in the entrancing delight of such
poetry, the accusation of " talking wild " cornes
like a cold shower-bath-but a shower-bath is an
excellent tonic ; and the mind may benone the worse
for being rudely shaken from its ecstasy and
taugbt to examine more closely the basis on which
its fabric of deligbt is buiit.

We bave high autbority for the statement that
Shelley is deficient in perspicuity. Take " The
Cloud" for instance, try te put in plain words, or
even te represent ciearly te your own mind what tbe
poet means in some of its magnificent passages.

Peets, like ether artists, bave te work with im-
perfect means-anguagc is after ail, but an inade-
quate garment for wbat they feel. The best is tee
often a choice between inadequacies ; they are
bound by many constraints. Is it unduly harsh
treatment to point out that in the unes

"In the glorious lightning
Of the sunken sun,"

the claims of alliteration and assonance had som -
thing to do with the preference of sunken to other
words which would have more clearly expressed
the idea, or that in the line
"Amongthefowers and grass that screen it frm

the view,"
the relative clause at the close is prosaic and defi-
cient in tersenes•?

The emotional and aesthetic qualities of style
are, from their very nature, far less susceptible of
aystematic treatment than the intellectual qualities.
We gladly welcome any nethod which will give us
assistance here. I have read th portion of Dr.
Bain's book rather carefully, and I can assure
other English teachers that benefit is to be derived
[rom its teacbing. One thing must be borne in
mind : it is the only book on the list cf text-books
that gives information on this part of our literature
work-the critical reading of poetry-there are
doubtiess many points on which one and another
will differ from the author. Perhaps some at which
they will be astonished and even shocked. But at
all events, study of the author's method will do one
thing for us. It will get us out of the attitude which
too many of us assume towards poetry, as well as
other works of art, of blind and unquestioning ad-
miration without any clear conception of what
makes it admirable-m a word, the mental atti-
tude cf the old lady who, while characterizing the
sermon as "grand," regarded it not only as absurd
but sacrilegious that she should "presume to un-
derstand it.

I do not think there is much force in the objec-
tion that such criticism of poetry and poetic expe-
dients destroys the effect of beauty and delight
which it is designed to produce. •There is, it is
true, a certain stupid pleasurable wonderment,
which even nonsensical jingle may cause if it is
only rhythmical and melodious. This, of course,
vanishes before any close enquiry, but that can
hardly be called an evil. Closely akin to this admir-
ation of what is totalIy devoid of meaning, is that
unreasoning and undoubting delight in poetry that is
beautiful in form and delightful in sound, with but
a faint idea of its real meaning. A calm and critical
examination will son dispel such a state of mind,
and if the poem is really worthy of admiration, will
replace this languid satisfaction with a far fuller and
nobler delight.

The results of our examination of the book may
be summarized in a word or two.
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Se far as concerna the Higher English Teaching childhood and full-fledged manhood will point backof Dr. Bain, we may say that while it is undoubt- with every feeling of pride, pleasure and satisfac-edly useful and'interesting, it falls far short of what tion to the beloved memories of their faithfulis required in our High Schools and Institutes. teachers who now, as always, are shaping andTbe lessons in the critical neading of prose are highly moulding the destinies of this great Canada ofsuggestive and fitted te be cf great assistance te ours."
the teacher if they are regarded as merely supple- Mr. Dearness highly complimented Mr. Steelemental to some systematic and regular method upon his excellent address, and asked him to ex-such as that of Minto or McIlroy. The most valu- plain his method of teaching a reading lesson.able part of the work is that which relates to poetic This he did, saying that questioning so as to retaincriticism. Here the teacher of English will find the continued attention of the class was thevaluable aid, especially in view of the fact that this great secret.
is almost the only guide which he finds available
in this most difficult and yet most delightful portion
of the literature course.

Hints and Helps.

HOW TO SECURE ATTENTION.
BY THOMAS STEELE.

THE following synopsis of this suggestive paper,read before the East Middlesex Association, istaken from the report in the London Advertiser.
" There are two kinds of attention, negative and

positive, the one a delusion the other a reality."Without positive attention there can be no teach-
ing. The physical comforts of the school should
receive great consideration. The school-room
sheuld be properly heated, seated, lighted and
ventilated. Every evening the teacher should pre-
pare bis method of presenting the subjecte of
instruction for the following day. Time-tables will
not secure positive attention any more than forcing,
demanding, scolding, beseeching or coaxing.
There should be a well-arranged code of question-
ing. Neither look nor gesture should indicate
from what pupil an answer is expected. The pupilshould never be named before the question is put.
The questions should be well distributed and given
to the inattentive. Variety of questioning and
change of manner on the teacher's part are great
means oi securing the attention of the class pupils.
Excellent means of arousing the mental attention
and the curiosity of the pupils will be found in the
teachings of such subjects as music, calisthenics,
drawing, mental arithemetic and reproduction of
interesting stories related by the teacher. In
assigning a literature lesson, the pupils may be
required to devise several thoughtful questions
on the subject-matter. This will strengthen the
habit of attention by requiring them to closely
scrutinize the selection. The teacher should be
terribly in earnest, self-possessed, and should
avoid speaking in irrit able tones. He muet regard
the physical conditions of bis pupmls. The weak
and the strong cannot bie treated alike. The
timid should b encouraged, spoken to gently and
subjected to question tests they can answer. The
forward pupils who have a natural, acute aptitude
to answer should be brought down to attentiort
and sharply rebuked when opportunity presents.
Praise should be given to the slow ones and upon
them should be bestowed all extra time. Means
should be taken to stir up the knaves and back-
sliders by speaking in quiet, earnest tones. The
teacher should stand qidewise when writing upon
the blackboard, keeping one eye on the class and
one on the pupils. The pupils should not be alow-
ed to go out and corne in at random, and
whispering should be mitigated if possible,
if not driven beyond the pale of the school-
room. They should be allowed frequent
change of posture and ever and anon a march
around the room. Mechanical expedients may beresorted to to arouse the youthful curiosity.
Several of such were here pointed out. Mr.
Steele next dealt with the two prominent elements
on the teacher's part to secure attention, viz.,
sympathy and magnetism. " A public speaker or
teacher without sympathy and magnetism cannot
hope to be successful. Magnetism may be cul-
tivated by every teacher. We must teach, andthink while teaching ; we must have energy, sym-
pathy, large hearts, educated minds and great
stores of information. We must sec in childhood
something more than mere troublesome little crea-
turcs always asking questions. Through their
strong individuality some teachers can win the
attention of the most inattentive. We can all be
sympathetic and magnetic, and being that, the day
shall surely come when years from now, full-fledged

English Detartment.
All communications for this department should be sent

to W. H. Huston, M.A., care of THE EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL, Toronto, not later than the 5th of each month.

NOTES ON ENTRANCE LITERATURE.
" THE HERITAGE."

BY MISS M. E. HENDERSON, ASSISTANT, OSHAWA HIGH SCHOOL.

IF this poem be read without comment, by the
teacher or by the class, the pupil may be inclined
to think that the orthodox teaching of the poet is
to under-rate the advantages of riches.

He may think, too, that poets teach that pov-
erty, as a cendition cf life, is a virtue, and that a
monopoly cf the more kindly and genereus sym-
pathies is the inhenitance cf poverty.

No pupil secs the advantages cf pcverty, and,
tbougb be may answer Ilby the book," bie is morethan likely te. mýke a mental reservation to the
opposite effect.

The teacher will find it necessary to guard
against this misapprehension, and the pupil may
be led to learn from the poem itaelf, as well as
from actual observation, that the absorbing inter-
est of the rich man in his various enterprises, bas a
tendency to diminish the zest of his enjoyment, and
to blunt the keen edge of his sympathy, whereas
constant familiarity with want, and experience of
the suffering which often accompanies poverty,make the poor man more alive to the needs of
others of his class.

Then, too, we must not forget to teach that pov-
erty, as a condition of life, has been ennobled by
" Him, who, though He was rich, for our sake
became poor, that we, through Hie poverty, might
be made rich."

The inheritance of the rich man's son, as given
in lines 1-21 may first be considered.

Aak the pupils what the son of the nicb man islikely to inherit, as ands, buildings of brick and cf
stone, geld. They wiil then be prepared te con-sider ge less desirable adjuncts to hi inherit-
ance.

4. "And tender flesh that fears the cold." A
question as to the quality of flesh which the rich
man's,son inherits, will probably elicit the answer
that the flesh is not of a peculiarly gentle mould,
but that it shrinks from the cold simply because
the amount of energy necessary to bring the
muscles into play, and to send the blood coursing
through the veins, is not exerted.

5. "Nor dares to wear a garment old." The
rich man's son is not expected to brave public
opinion by wearing a meaner garment than his so-
cial position would appear to warrant. He does
not know the luxury of wearing old clothes.

7. " To hold in fee." To hold in inalienable
possession. To have the entire disposal, without
condition or restriction.

8. "Cares." The anxieties that may disturb
the peace of mind of the rich man's son.

9-10. The financial condition of the bank may
be unsound, the rich man's property may be des-
troyed by fire.

1c. Notice the alliterative effect in this line.
10. As a breath of wind destroys a bubble, in

the storm of some financial criais the rich man's
shares of railway stock, or mining shares, may
prove valueless.

i1. " Hardly.' With difficulty.
12. "A living that would serve his turn." A

living that would satisfy his cravings.
15. " Wants." He possesses more needs than

the poor man, for those things the latter bas been
accustomed to consider luxuries, the rich man's
son views as every-day necessities.
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16. " Dainty fare." Delicate food. The ac-
curacy of the picture will be observed if the pupil
be asked what conditions have to be satisfied in
order that plain food may be relished.

17. " Sated." Satiated, over-filled.
"Pants." Labored breathing, palpitations.

18. "Toiling hinds." Hard-working peasants.
18. The brown arme, bared for work, are con-

trasted with the soft, white, idle hands of the rich
man s son. -

19. "And wearies in hie easy-chair." Grows
tired of having nothing ta do. Ennui is a not un-
common condition of the rich.

Now ask the pupils to give an inventory of the
rich man's inheritance.

The pupit will readily eee that the poet has
made out a strong case for the opposite side of the
picture by giving, as the things inherited by the
rich man's son: Gold, brick, lands, useless hands,
contemptible fleeb, a sort of moral cowardice which
prevents him from knowing the luxury of doing as
he pleases; anxieties, never-satisfied desires, and
weariness.

Now the inheritance of poverty, a life of labor,
as given in lines 22-42, may be considered.

23. " Strong muscles and a firm spirit."
24. A vigorous body, and a still more vigorous

spirit of self-reliance.'
25-26. " King of two hands, he does hie part

In every useful toil and art."
The only possessions over which he exercises

authority are his two hands, which obey his will.
30. "Wishes o'erjoyed with humble things."

Desires which simple things will satisfy.
31. " A rank adjudged by toil-worn merit." A

social position achieved by his own effort, or
granted as his desert through toil.

32. "Content that from employment springs."
Every pupil has, at some time, experienced the
sense of satisfaction and contentment which arises
from the performance of duty.

33. "A heart that in hie labor singe." His
work is performed cheerfully.

37. "A patienze learned of being poor." The
condition of poverty affords scope for the exercise
of patience.

38. Courage to endure sorrow if it come.
Fortitude.

39-40. " A fellow-feeling that is sure
To n>ake the outcast bless his door."

A broad charity and a generous sympathy which
gladden the heart of the homeless.

Here one is remin-ed of Goldsmith's picture of
the country parson :

IThus, to relieve the wretched was his pride."
Ask the pupils to give an inventory of the poor

man's inheritance. The most important elements
are : A vigorous frame, a courageous spirit, hande
able to do their part in every useful occupation,
easily satisfied desires, a recognized social posi-
tion, cheerfulness, patience and sympathy.

The poet has made out a strong case for the
poor man, and the nobleness of the inheritance
makes us feel that, in this instance, the law of
compensation holds good. Lines 43-49 may be
taken as a codicil to the will by the terme of which
the rich man's son receives his inheritance, and a
new value is given to his heritage.

43-44. " Level-equal." Though the rich man is
not obliged to toil daily, there is work for him in
the exercise of that broad charity which is, or
should be, the luxury of the rich.

47. " This is the best crop from thy lands."
Thy lands can not yield a better harvest than that
which results in the sowing broadcast of good.

48-49. To enjoy sa glorious a privilege of doing
good to others as the rich man's son possesses, is a
beritage that makes amends for the cares which
accompafly wealtb.

50-56. In these lines an additional value is given
to the poor man's heritage.

5o. Do not despise thy lowly lot.
51-52. Worse than toil of body is that ennui

which affects a rich man with nothing to do.
53. Honest labor causes the face to glow with

the satisfaction that arises from the consciousness
of duty accomplished.

54. The rest of a laboring man is sweet and
soothing.

55-56. Surely, if the poor man enjoys peace of
mmd, repose of body, and a countenance in which

the nobleness of the soul shines, the hardships of
his lot are atoned for.

57-58. Death, the great leveller, who knocks
with impartial hand at the palaces of the great
and the cottages of the poor, gives to the son of
the rich man and of the poor man alike an equal
inheritance, "though storied urn and animated
bust " adorn the tomb of the one, while the
other " reste hie head upon the lap of earth,'
where
"Some frail memorial still erected nigh,

With uncouth rhymes and shapeless sculpture
decked,

Implores the passing tribute of a sigh."
6o. "Tithe-claim." The document by which

the claim to anything is proved.
Prove your claim to the deeds by which you hold

in fee your heritage.
62-63. To hold such an inberitance as that

wljîch you possees as the children of God, is well
worth a life-sime of toil and kindly deeds.

A biographical sketch of James Russell Lowell
ie given on page 205, Fourth Reader.

The metre employed in the poem is the Iambic
Tetrameter

The ri'ch man's so'n 1l'he'r its lan'ds
v - 1v - v - 1y --

In lines 22, 24, 29, 31, 36, 38, an additional syl-
lable is found.

DORA.
THE study of this poem will enable the teacher

to do good service to his class by strenghening
their sympathies, and teaching them to place a pro-
per value upon family relationships, and also in
encouraging them to regard the conscientious scru-
ples of others. The story is told so simply that a
child may understand it and appreciate it ; and yet
it is so delicately pathetic that the teacher himself
must be affected by it as he teaches it. The story
naturally divides into eight parts : introduction -
the father's proposal, the son's rebellion, Dora's
obedience to the command, the death of William,
the plan of Dora, the immediate result. With a
little guidance the class will be able ta divide the
poem into these parts. It will be found a good
exercise also to ask the pupils to suggest titles for
the seven paragraphe of the poem indicated bywhat
a printer would call indentations. After the poem
has been read it will be found advantageous to en-
quire whether " Mary " or "William " would not
have been a better title than " Dora," and why not.
This discussion will naturally lead ta an enquiry as
to the traits of character of the two men and the
two women,-an enquiry which will suggest the
further question whether their acts'are all within
the bounds of probability. It will be of much inter
est to the class to decide whether the conduct of
the child is natural. and whether he would be likely
to have so much influence upon his grandfather.

Perhaps one of the best ways to test whether the
clase bas grasped the interest of the selection is to
enquire in what spirit or feeling certain of its lines
are uttered. After this bas been decided the class
ehould read indivldually, and also simultaneously,
the passages under consideration. The following
will repay study in this way : "take her for your
wife," " by my life I will not marry Dora." " Con-
sider, William." " My will is law," " let me take
the boy," " Whose child is that ?" " Do with
me as you will." "But go you bence," "My
uncle took the boy," "He shall not have the bov."
"May he never know the troubles I have gone
through." " Kiss me, my children."

Music Dejartment.

All communications for this department may, until
further notice, be addressed to -A. T. Cringan, 23
Avenue St.. Toronto.

IN previous papers, the introduction only of the
various topics contained in the first three steps,
has been treated. This course was rendered nec-
essary, by the fact that many of our readers had
been experimenting with the Tonic.sol-fa system,
and were enquiring for hints as to further pro-
ceedure. In order to assiet all to make further
progress, it was thought advisable to introduce the

introductory lessons of the primary steps as rapidly
as possible. The introduction of a first subject
only occure at intervals, and daily drill muet suc-
ceed every such introduction. As the time avail-
able for teaching music is necessarily short, it will
be our endeavor to assist the teacher to make the
best possible use of it, by giving examples of
methods of drilling in all the varions topics.

Drill for junior ist Book Classes.
MODULATOR.

Use a first step modulator, which contains only
the tones d m s and their octaves. If you have
not already procured one of the printed step modu-
lators, an excellent substitute can be made
by writing the names of the tones in colors m'
on the blackboard. If blackboard space d'
is scarce, a movable modulator can be s
made of black Bristol-board, with letters m
cut from colored surface paper, and pasted d
on. The colors are, doh-red; me-yellow; s,and soh-bright blue. M,

DRILL.

Always sing the keytone as a pattern ta your
class, and do not commence drill until it has been
imitated in correct time by all.

Do fot allow your pupils ta sing with yau.
Never sing with your pupils.
Avoid repetition where possible.
If pupils experience a difficulty in singing any

tone, do, not tell them that they are singing too
high or too low, but appeal to their sense of mental
effect by questioning, was that bright enough for
sok ? Did you sing that firmly enough for doh ?
Point definitely to the note you intend should be
sung, and move the pointer rapidly to the following
note.

Do not allow pupils ta sing any tone until you
have ndicated it. A neglect of this rule will cause
confusion and induce carelessness and inattention.
Pupils will anticipate, but they muet be trained
to sing the intervals indicated by the teacher, not
those which they expect. If a pupil should persist
in this, either through carelessness, or eagerness,
it will be advisable ta request bim ta stop singing
for a little. When one voice sings a wrong tone in
advance of the others, they are almost certain to
follow, unless accustomed ta singing with certainty.

HAVE AN AIM.
Have some definite object in view while con-

ducting modulator drill. Some teachers simply
let the pointer wander up and down as fancy may
dictate. This is, unquestionably, wrong. The
object of the drill should be : ist, ta familiarize the
pupils with the mental effect of the tones, irre-
spective of the interval by which they are ap-
proached. 2nd. To enable the pupils ta gain a
clear mental conception of each tone, and to sing
them in any desired combination. 3rd. To give
confidence and certaintv in points where a weak-
ness has been displayed.

Examples of Method
DRILL ON SOH.

Teacher sounds doh about pitch of D. Pupils
imitate softly. Question on the mental effect of
soh, Give * haud sign for soh. Teacher sings
d m d ; a m d ; m m d ; d m m ; m d m. After
singing each group of three tones, give hand sign
for soh, indicating that pupils will sing soh. In this
exercise they confine their attention to the tone
being studied, and become familiar with its mental
effect. Now point phrases similar ta the fol-
lowing :-d s m s a d' s d' s m s d s m d' s, making
soh predominate. Change key ta G, and practice
as follows, avoiding upper doh (d') :-d a m d a s, d
m s e m s d s, s s, s m d.

DRILL ON ME.
The intervals d' m and s, m are the most diffi-

cult of the first step. Prepare by questioning on
mental effect and singing from hand-signs as for
soh. Practice key D-d m m d a m m s d' m m d
m msd'mmd'md'msd. Change keytoFor
G. Practice d m m s m m d s, m m s d m s m s,
m Il s, md.

*For doh extend the clenched hand in front, with
palm downwards. For sh ther ighthandistheldstright
in front of the teacher, fingers. close together, but flot
folded, palm ta the left, and thumb lying flat on top.
For me, extend the open hand as for soh, but turn the
palm downwards.
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Examination Paters.

EAST MIDDLESEX AND KENT PROMO-
TION AND REVIEW EXAMINATION.

NOVEMBER, 1888.
COMPOSITION.

SECOND TO THIRD CLASS.
Time, 134 Hours.

INSIST on neat, legible writing, and complete
sentences. One mark off for every mistake in
spelling.

i. " I will not go to school." said little Tommy.
I N ill stay out in the fields."
Write the above statement in the following way;

supply the ellipses:-
- Tommy said he - not - to - , but

that - -- stay out - - -

2. The crow asked Tommy who told him that
birds could not wear clothes, and diretted him to
look at the fine black suit he, the crow, was
wearing.

Write this statement in the following way; sup-
ply the ellipses:-

" Who - you that - can't -
said - -. "Look at the - - - I
am -. "

3. Finish these counting exercises
(a) One leaf, two -, three -.
(b) One mouse, two -, three - .
(c) One woman, two , three
(d) One chimney, two - , three -.
(e) One church, two - , three - .
4. Put the following in the usual form of a four

line stanza of poetry:-
Little bird with bosom red, welcome to my hum-

ble shed, daily near my table steal, while I eat my
scanty meal.

5. Past the woman so old and gray,
Hastened the children on their way,
Down the street with laughter and shout,
Glad in the freedom of school " let out,"
Nor offered a helping hand to her,
So meek, so timid, afraid to stir
Lest the carriage wheels should knock her

down.
Tell in your own words the part of the story, no

more and no less, given in the lines quoted above.
6. Write a short composition about the black-

board, the sentences to be taken in the following
order of topics :-

In what part of the room is the blackboard,
What made of,
How used by teacher,
How used by pupils.
What is used to mark on blackboard,
Why would not charcoal do.

LITE RATURE.'
SECOND TO THIRD CLASS.

Time, 14 Hours.

WRITE the answers of these questions in com-
plete sentences, with books open.

i. From " The Boy and the Chipmonk," page 26.
" I always fed him at the same place and about

the same time of day, taking good care that the dog
was not near and no one about but myself."

(a) Where and when did the boy feed " Tommy?"
Why?

(b) What did he do so that Tommy should not
be frightened?

(c) What was the result of this treatment ?
(d) What was the difference between the way in

which the boy in the pic.ure (page 24) treated the
chipmonk, and the way in which the boy with the
gun treated it ?

(e) Which way do you think was better ; give
your reasons.

2. From" A Reindeer Drive," page 38.
" Uncle George," said Frank, '' did you ever see

a reindeer? "
" Yes, Frank," replied Uncle George.
(a) Who is the speaker in the first sentence

Wno in the second ?

(b) Write the first question in your own words,
using the word " he " instead of " you."

(c) How many times was Uncle George thrown
out of the sledge ?

(d) Why was the twilight describd as Arc ic
twilight ? page 41.

(t ) What is twilight ?
(f) How many times in the day does it occur ?
(g) How can we infer that Uncle George meant

the evening twilight in this paragraph ?
3. Short extract at foot of page 165.
(a) How could you show that kindness to ani-

mals is a cause that lacks assistance ?
(b) What does the author mean by saying he

lives for the wrongs that need resistance ?
(c) Tell three or more wrongs that need resist-

ance.
(d) What is living for the future ?
(e) How can one live for those who know him

and love him ?
4 Short extract at foot of pige 181.
The qualities of a gentleman are gentlenese,

politeness, wisdom, generosity, honesty, and
bravery.

Write the above sqntence, arranging the quali-
ties in the same order in which they are mentioned
in the extract in the book.

5. Write the meaning of darke, line 2, page 157.
mead, " 3,
crest, " 13,
brood, "28,
brood, " 24, " 158
wanes, " 6, " 159.

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO ANNUAL
EXAMINATIONS, 1888..

JUNIOR MATRICULATION.

CHEMISTRY.
ARTS : PASS. MEDICINE: HONORS.

Examiner-ANTHONY MCGILL, B.A.: B.Sc.
NOTE.-Candidates for Honors and Scholarships

will take ALL the questions. Other candidates
will take 5 to 8 inclusive, and any TWO of ques-
tions I to 4.

i. (a) What is meant by ordinary combustion ?
(b) Turpentine has the composition C101H.

Find the total weight of product when io grammes
of turpentine is burned in air.

(<) Describe, and explain by an equation, the
phenomena which occur when a piece of blotting
paper, wetted with turpentine, is plunged into a
vessel containing chlorine.

2. (a) Describe, and explain by equations, any
two different niodes which you have used (or seen
usecd) for preparing hydrogen.

(b) Calculate the weight of materials which
would be required to generate 1oo litres of hydro-
gen (standard temperature and pressure) by the
first of them.

3. (a) Describe the physical properties and allo-
tropic modifications of the elements sulphur and
phosphorus.

(b) Compare, as fully as you can, the compounds
of sulpiur with those of oxygen; and the com-
pounds of piosphorus with those of nitrogen.

4. (a) Enunciate Dulong & Petit's Law.
(b) Define the terme equivalent and atomic

weigit.
(c) The equivalents of Magnesium, Phosphorus

and Silver are respectively, 12, 10.34, and 1o8.
The specific heats of these elements are 0.2475,
0.174 and 0.057 respectively. Determine their
atomic weight ; giving full work.

5. A mixture of ammonium chloride with quick-
lime is heated in one test-tube, and a mixture of
common salt with sulphuric acid in another.
Describe fully what will happen when the tubes are
brought near each other, mouth to mouth, and
explain all chemical changes by equations.

6. Three test tubes contain respectively, (a) sul-
phur (b) potassium chlorate, (c) mercuric oxide.
Describe minutely all changes, physical or chemi-
cal, which will occur on heating gradually ta near
a red heat.

7. What would you expect to occur in the follow-
ing cases? Give reasons for your answers, with
explanatory equations :

(a) A mixture of charcoal powder and potassium
nitrate is heated in a test tube.

(b) A boule is filled with a solution of chlorine
in water, and closely stoppered. It is then exposed
to bright light.

(c) An iron tube, containing iron filings, isstrongly heated, and steam passed through it.
(d) A piece of phosphorus is suspended in a

glass tube containing 1oo c.c. air, and standing inwater.
8. A gas, produced by acting upon copper clip-

pings with moderately strong nitric acid, is col-
lected over water. After thorough washing with
water, the insoluble gas is mixed in certain propor-
tion with oxygen, and the product is -found to be
quite soluble in water.

(a) Describe all the physical and chemical
changes which occur in the experiments referred to.

(b) In what proportions by volume and also by
weight must the first gas and oxygen be mixed in
order to the production of the soluble gas referred
to.

School-Room Methods.

ARITHMETIC AND THE REASONING
FACULTY.

By W. A. M'INTYAE, B.A., NORMAL SCIIOOL, MANITOBA.

(Concluded.)
THERE is another error frequently made bychildren in expressing results. The following willillustrate
Question-How many bushels of wheat weigh asmuch as 30 bushels of oats ?
Solution-

If i bushel of cats weighs 34-lbs,
30 bushels will weigh 34

30

1020 Ibs.
If i bushel of wheat weigh 6o lbs,
Then in 1020 lbs there are 60) ro2o

17 bushels.
The error here is in mixing the mechanical partof the work with the logical. It may be avoided

by writing the mechanical portion of the work to
the left hand of the slate and the logical to the
right. Thus:

34
30

1020

60)1020

If i bushel oats weighs 34 lbs.,
30 bushels will weigh 30 times 34 lbs.,

or 1020 lbs.
If 6o lbs. wheat make i bushel,

1020 lbs. wheat will make 17 bushels.

Again the benefits derived from arithmetical
teaching are lessened by faulty questioning. Who
has not heard, at some time or another, on ques-tions like the above, something as follows: " If i
bushel oats weighs 34 lbs., then 3o bushel will
weigh 30 times as much, won't they ? Now, how
much is 30 times 34 ? 1020, isn't it ? " etc. It is
needless to comment on such questioning.

And, now, to return to the manufacture of prob-
lems, let me suggest that the children be encour-
aged to do much of it. There is no part of Arith-
metic in which they will become, so thoroughly
interested as in this, and there are no questions
they would rather attempt to solve than those of
their companions. Among the best problems I
ever saw in Arithmetic, Algebra, Euclid and Men.
suration, were those manufactured by children.
Is there anything wrong in it ? I am convinced
that a child derives as much benefit from manufac-
turing a problem as from solving one. Is this a
case in which " reproduction is a necessary part of
the knowing act ?"

As regards accuracy and speed in the mechanical
operations, teachers should remember that much
more can be accomplished by systematic dailydrill of a few minutes, than by inserting large
numbers in the problems involving reason. It
will always pay to separate the mechanical and
the logical, excepting in the final stages. And this
daily drill in the operations of the simple rules
should be persisted in throughout the whole school
course. If the children go out of our schools un-
able to add and multiply, the work done in the
lower standards is often severely criticized, while
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the fault lies in the fact that the senior standards ta test their real knowledge of the theorem, and u
have failed ta continue the drill that was so per- with never an application of the principle, is gone. o
sistently given in the junior classes. It is nothing Good-speed to its going. The day, when a recita- w
wonderful ta find that pupils in many of the lower tion in Algebra consisted simply in using a good m
standards are far more rapid and accurate than part of the hour in putting laboriously on the board ti
those of the High School. the examples already done, and employing the re- a

The following lesson will illustrate the methods maining time in a so-called explanation of these o
advocated in the paper: same problems, in which none of the class, except T

The teacher comes before the class, and, after the one reciting, had any interest (because they had i
some practice in the simple rules, which bas the already.satisfactorily solved them), and he no inter- a
effect of rousing every child ta activity, proposes est that was visible,-that day too is gone. This
the following two-step question. It is the fir t of plan-that favored the shirk and discounted the
the kind ever given ta the class. faithful student, that failed even in the one thing

"Iflgive z2 crayons to 3 boys, what should I which it was supposed ta do ta make clear the two
give to g boys at the same rate ? " or three difficult problems that most of the class did

Many of the class fail ta do the question, and of not have or understand, and se really needed ex-
those who work it some are wrong. Th_ teacher planation-this plan is dead or dying. May it rest
selects one of the many who cannot do it, gives lu peace.
him the box of crayons, and asks him ta try ta Many Ohio teachers, certainly, have learned l
find out. After a few minutes ail bands are up, something better. They have learned that to fol- -
and the pupil with the box is seen ta take 12 low a difficult piece of work in its doing, is much
crayons and give 4 ta each of 3 boys. He then more heipful than ta see it, and hear it gone over,
halts for a few minutes. The teacher repeats the alter it is done. And so the teacher himself, or a
question, and out come 8 crayons more, and these pupil appointed, takes up the two or three problemes
are divided between other two boys. Immedi- really needing explanation, and works them out be-
ately the pupil answers, "twenty crayons." The fore the class, as far as may be, by suggestion
following dialogue then ensues: from the class itsehf ; or the whole class is sent to

" How did you find that out ?" the board at once (for this should always be pos-
" I multiplied 4 crayons by 5•" sible), and, under the direction and explanation of
"Why did you do that ? " the teacher, solve simultaneously the problem.
"Because there are 5 boys, and each boy bas 4 After the few specially difficult problems that ail

crayons." are interested in are thus disposed of, and the
" How do you know eaeh boy should have 4 principles have been thus thoroughly brought out,

crayons ?" the teacher chooses one or two other problems
" Because 3 boys have 12 crayons, and there- which all perhaps have solved, ta illustrate, in a

fore i boy should have 12 crayons ÷ 3." similar way, a neater, briefer method than those
" How do you divide 12 crayons by 3 ?" the students have probably used. And then he
" I should have said each boy bas ½ Of 12 makes the remaining time count rehigiously either

crayons." lu class board-drill on previous demonstrations, or
"Very good ; now explain the whole ques- in new work. This new work either goes on in the

tion." author used, or better (if there is time), is brought
" Weil, if I give 12 crayons ta 3 boys, I must in from other authors. Some schools are doing

give ½ of 12 crayons, or 4 crayons ta each boy. more than as many again examples as are in the
At that rate, 5 boys will receive 5 time3 4 crayons, bo:k used. One teacher bas cut up a number of
or 20 crayons. old algebras ta obtain problems, numbered and

The teacher then proceeds with other questions classified them, and pasted them on heavy paper
of similar kind, introducimg occasionally a two-step or on card-board, ta distribute singly ta her
question of another type, se that the children will students, for this new work lu the hour. These
not work according ta rule. The questions of the problems for work lu the hour should be many
same type are somewhat as follows: rather than difficult. Long persistent Practice in
. "If8 boys earn 96 cents in an hour, what will the actual handling of the algebraic quantities and

ro boys earn in the same time ?" processes is the. great desideratum-facility comes
If 12 bbls. oj apples cost $36, what will 97 lu no other way. Exercise and examination man-

bbls. cost " uals are aise of use here. These teachers grade
(Here the children use the slates ta do some of their students by the actual amount of work done,

the calculating.) not by the simple fact of their having done or fail-
" What will 37 cows cost, if 16 cows cost ed te do a single problem during the recitation.

$1927" (Here the wording adds a new difficulty. It is a sign of the times that some of the newer
The children are asked ta use elates in calculat- text-books in geometry contain 500, 600, or even
ing, and ta express results in writing.) As taken 700 well-selected and carefully graded original ex-
from a slate the result was as follows: ercises, not so difficult at tife start as ta discourage
16)192 the student, but cultivating mathematical insight,giving fresh appreciation of the formai work, and

$12 reai power in applying geometric principles. This
37 If 16 coaws cost $192, work is the true test of the student's mastery of

-- i cow will cost - of $192, or $12. geometry; and is rapidly coming into prominence
84 .. 37cowswillcost37times$12,or$444 in teaching. Spencer's Inventional Geometry

36 is used te advantage by some in this work.
The teacher of to-day aims ta keep the attention

$444 of al[ on aIl the work, by various devices : having a
pupil demonstrate a different theorem from the one

METHODS OF TEACHING he put on the board ; stopping a student in the
MATHEMATICS. midst of a demonstration and calling another to go

PROFESSOR HENRY C. KING, of Oberlin Col- on from the point reached; asking for the line of
lege, has been writing for the Ohio Educational proof of a theorem, te be stated in general without
Monthly some "I Impressions From a Visitation of a figure. He calls attention ta the logical connec-
Forty Ohio High Schools." Under the head of tion of the proposition, asks for new proof of the
" Methods of Teaching," are the following sugges- theorem and of the converse proposition, and of
tive remarks in regard ta Mathematics :- the theorem on which the present proof depends;

" The Commission of New England Colleges are gives class board-drill, as in algebra, especially lu
agreed that the subject in which, on the whole, the the constructions and original exercises ; and does
students coming te them are least' prepared is net try ta do too much of it himeelf.
Mathematics. We may hope that, whatever the Some schools have divided the work in algebra
present reason for this fact, the fact itself will soon and geometry, coming back te each subject after
cease te be, by widespread use of better books and some intermission, they believe ta advantage.
better methods. I believe that the old methods Others review topically,near the end of the course,
are going. The day when a class in geometry by examination papers, and original exercises, ail
can have every figure put on the board for them, the important processes and principles, after hav-
lettered exactly as in the book, can study almost ing previously completed the work in arithmetic,
aloud up tc the minute of individual recitation, and algebra and geometry. They believe that this re-
with a finger in the book, recite memoriter what turn to the work, with increased experience and
they have tried te learn, without a single question maturer minds, brings a double gain. Some are

sing written work, considerably, in geometry
thers are making their examinations largely new
'ork; others agree heartily with Dr. Harris that
nuch work often done in so-called higher arithme-
c would much better be done in connection with
lgebra and geometry; and on the other band,
thers would bring mental arithmetic into algebra.
he tendency-one can hardly doubt its wisdom-

s toward parallel work in these studies instead of
distinct separation of them.-Ohio Educational

Monthly.

A LESSON IN £'RACTIONS.
(REPORTED).

"I WANT you to think of this," said Miss L.,
writing , on the board. Now I shall give you each
a fraction and let you tell me how much smaller or
arger yours is than the one I gave you ail ta think
'f."

As each pupil gave the required difference the
others pronounced on the correctness of the state-
ment.

Now you may each choose a fraction and tell us
how much less than it it is and we will 'tell you
what it is. Henry?

My fraction is 1 less than 11.
Annie, what is Henry's fraction ?
Henry's fraction is .
This exercise went around the class once and

then discs ofredcard-board about five inches across,
divided by heavy ines into fifths and by light ines
nto tenths, were distributed, with scissors, and
with theorder : " Cut on the heavy lines." As the
children cut theirs the teacher cut hers and ail
worked quickly. (An instance of manual training
assisting head work.)

Into what have you divided your disce, class ?
Into fifths.
Cut on the light lines. What have you now ?
Tenths.
What is this ? (Holding up one-fifth.)
That is one-fifth.
Put enough tenths together ta make it. How

many does i take ?
It takes two-tenths ta make one-fifth.
What then is the best name for two-tenths ?
The best name for two-tenths is one-fifth.
Put enough together ta make two-fifths.
How many does it take ? What is the best name

for four-teuthe ?
The best naine for four-tenths is two-fifths.
(In the same way the best name for six and

eight tenths were taught.) .
Put five-tenths together. What do they make ?
Five-tenths make one-half.
What is the best name for five-tenths ?
The best name for five tenths is one-half.
Show me, in tenths, one-half-work quickly ;

1, , . Make oue-fifth as many times as you
can. What does I contain besides one-half?

Four-tenths.
Best name ?
Two-fifths.
Nine-tenths then is equal ta-?
Nine-tenths is equal ta one-half and two-fifths.
Seven-tenths?
Seven-tenths equals & and , 1.
Or-? Tell me in fifths.
Seven-tenths equals q and à.
Lay your pieces together in a little pile and tell

me how many tenths you took ta make i ;;
4; .

In - how many fifths? What can you make out
of -'' ?

A bot'le bas - of a quart of vinegar in it. How
many times could I take out half a quart ?

i need 1 1i yds. of cloth for a sacque. I have il
yds. How much shall I buy ?

Two boys run a ten minue race. One goes T
of a mile. The other is one-third of a mile behind.
How far does he run ?

You may each tell me in a whisper. Right,
Elsie ! Right ! Right ! Robert may tell aloud.

Five-twelfths of a mile.
Oh, no ! Susie, tell him.
Seven-twelfths of a mile.
I spend i of a dollar. You spend i. Who spends

most ?
I have a piece of ribbon from which I use à of

a yard. I have 1 of a yard left. How long was- the
ribbon before I cut it ?-Popular Educator.
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BUSINESS NOTICES.
WE desire to secure the service of one active, reliabi

member of every Teachers' Association, wbo will unde
take to represent the JOURNAL at Conventions, on cormission. Apply as soon as possible, with note fror
Inspector or President. In cases where arrangement
are already in existence, no reply will be expected, a
they will not be interfered with.

WE direct attention to the announcement of the meritof the "lConcise Imperial Dictionary." It is our inten
tion to handie this Dictionary in connection with th
JOURNAL, and we offer it in the best binding, and th
EDUcATIONAL JOURNAL for one year, both for $5.50
plus 14 cents for postage. Subscribers who are paid ii
advance may deduct the amount they paid for one year
send the balance, and have the book at once. This give
the party the JOURNAL for $s.oo.

We desire to repeat our request that Inspectors an(
Secretaries of Associations send us programmes of thei
forthcoming Conventions as soon as issued. We wisl
to make announcements of such Conventions, with some
what fuller particulars than may be found in a Depart
mental list. Moreover, as this list contains only the
names of Inspectorates in which Teachers' Institutes art
held, a great many Conventions of Teachers, not being
upon the list, are unknown to us, and unannounced
Give us an opportunity to make your operations known
to the whole body of Teachers, all of whom take ar
interest in what concerns the profession. Also, pleas
send us a summary of proceedings.

TEACHERS' INSTITUTES.
WELLAND, April 17 and 18.
Grenville and NO. 3 Leeds, at Prescott, April 17 and 18.
Oxford, at Woodstock, April 17 and 18.
Mr. Inspector Tilley will attend the first of the abovemeetings, and Mr. W. Hlouston the second. In eacli

case the visiting inspector will deliver a lecture on the
evening of the first day. A concert will be given by
pupils at Woodstock on the evening of April 17th.

Editorial.

TORONTO, APRIL 1, 1889.

IS POETRY DECLINING?
WE do not ask the question in relation to the

wide, wide world. That would be too ambi-
tious a theme to attempt in the small space at
our disposal for such a subject. The query has
been suggested to us and we now state it in refer-
ence to our own country, to Canada. Is it true
that amongst the people-let us be more definite
still and say the young people of Canada, there
is less susceptibility to the influence of poetry,
less appreciation of its power than there ought
to be in this age of the world's history, and at
this stage of our own civilization and intelli-
gence ? Nay, that is still too large a question.
Is it true, then, that the Canadian young man
and young woman of to-day has less of the spirit
of poetry-that spirit which can hardly stir the
soul without exalting and refining the whole nature,
than the young man and woman of say, the last
generation ? Not even to the question as thus
narrowed and conditioned shall we attempt to
find a categorical arlswer. We merely throw it
out and a few thoughts in connection with it for
our readers to think about. How much delight
do the readers of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL-
and they surely if any class, ought to keep their
natures open on the spiritual side-for instance,
take in communing with the singers and seers of
our own and other countries-our own and other
times ? How many of them have their favorite
poets-genume poets, we mean, not mere
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rhymesters-to whose pages they go constantl
e for pleasure and inspiration during their hour

of leisure ?
We have said "singers and seers of our ow

s country." This is not exactly a slip. Canad
is yet too young and too much occupied wit

s the grosser issues in the battle of life to hav
- made for herself much of a record in the highee
e walks of literature. Yet even Canada has it

'singers," and singers with a good deal of melo
dy in their souls. Whether it has its poeti

S " seers " or not, we shall not now undertake tc
say. It is often said, and the reproach is, we
fear, not wholly unmerited, that we-the men
and women of average intelligence and culture

- -do not know them, and consequently do no
appreciate them as we should. Is it true o
Canada that the prophet is without honor in
his own country?

A little work lately from the English press,
compiled by one of these Canadian singers, is
before us as we write and suggests these queries.
It is " Poems of Wild Life,' selected and edited
by Charles G. D. Roberts, M. A., Professor of
English and French Literature in Kings College,
Windsor, Nova Scotia. Mr. Roberts is doubt-
less known to many of our readers as a writer
whose productions have met with acceptance in
literary circles at home and abroad. Some of
his poetry ranks considerably above the average,
and should be familiar to all who take an iîiterest
in Canadian literature and believe in fostering it

The character of Mr. Roberts' little book is
sufficiently indicated by the title, though its
scope and limitations are not. He makes no
attempt at completeness in his collections and
selections. To have done so would have been
to make his work ponderous and costly, instead
of as now, a neat and compact little volume for
the table or the pocket. He has concerned
himself mainly with that " characteristically
modern verse which is kindled where the out-
posts of an elaborate.and highly self-conscious
civilization come in contact with crude humanity
and primitive nature." The prince of all wild-
life poets of the class indicated is, he thinks,
Joaquin Miller, the Poet of the Sierras, " an
American of the Americans, to whom the Old
World hearkens with delight, but whom the New
World eyes askance." Mr. Roberts, we must
confess, surprises us a little by saying that
" English critics place Miller in the front rank
of American singers," while " American critics
on the other hand, though granting him, not
over willingly, a measure of genius, will allow
him no such standing as an equality with Long-
fellow or with Lowell." Most of our readers
would, probably, agree in this case, with the
American rather than the English- critics.
The charm of Miller's subjects and style is,
nevertheless, undeniable and often great.

Into such questions we need not enter. Our
main purpose is just now, two fold. First, we
would warn our readers against the mistake into
which teachers, in common with many others, are
liable to fall, of confining their reading too ex-

y clusively to solid, periodical, or light literature,to
s the exclusion of the poetical element. There

is undoubtedly that in poetry of a high order
n which appeals to a part of our nature which re-
a sponds to no other touch, and the cultivation of
h which is essential to the symmetrical develop-
e ment of the higher faculties of the soul. Con
r nected with this we thought we might render a
s service in calling attention to this selection, by
- one of our own best poets, from the writings of

those who have dealt most effectively with the
class of subjects indicated-a class which may
be supposed to possess a special interest for
Canadian readers. The " Poems of Wild Life "
contain selections from nearly thirty writers,

t including such names as Bryant, Duvar, Robert
f MacKay, Miller, Stedman, Maurice Thompson,

and Whitman. Not one of the least recommen-
dations of the selections is the fact that reason-
able prominence is given to Canadian poets.
Miss Machar, Charles Mair, Charles Sangster,
and Mr. Roberts himself are well represented.

We had intended to make a few quotations
but find we have room for but the following,
which are the closing stanzas from Mr. Robert's
IHow the Mohawks set out for Medoctec."
When the invading Mohawks captured the out-
lying Melicite village of Madawaska, they spared
two squaws to guide them down to the main
Melicite town of Medoctec, below Grand Falls.
The squaws steered themselves and their captors
over the falls. The tired Mohawk warriors are
asleep dreaming not of danger as they approach
the falls.

IBut-the river's sudden speed
How the ghost-grey shores recede
And the tearless pilots hear
A muttering voice creep near.

" A tremor I The blanched leap,
The warriors start from sleep.
Faints in the sudden blare
The cry of their swift despair.

" And the captives' death-chant shrills.
But afar, remote from juls,
Quiet under the quiet skies
The Melicite village lies."

"APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY."*

VERY much is being said and written in these
days in regard to the value of the study of Psy-
chology, in its relation to the teaching profes-
sion. Theoretically, it is easy to make out a
strong case in its favor. To say, for instance,
that, in order to be master of bis profession,
that is, to be truly skilful in the work of train-
ing and developing the young mind, the teacher
must have a thorough knowledge, so far as that
is attainable, of the structure and modes of
working of that mind, is to utter what is at
least next door to a truism. What are the
faculties of the child-mind ? What the natural
order of their development ? What the condi-
tions under which that development is found to
be most healthful and rapid ? What are scien-
tifically indicated as the legitimate motive
forces, and how can they be most effectively

* APPLIED PSVCHOLOGY.-An Introduction to the Principles and
Practice of Education. By J. A. McLellan, M.A., LL.D. The
Copp, Clark Company, Limited, 1889.
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applied to stimulate to that vigorous and sus-
tained activity without which healthy develop-
ment is impossible ? These and similar ques-
tions are obviously among the first that present
themselves to the intelligent teacher, as he sets
about his arduous but lofty task. True, he may
not in ail cases have been trained to analyze,
define and classify in any systematic manner,
the questions that thus force themselves upon
his attention. But, if he is in the highest, or
in any true sense, a teacher, some such ques-
tions as these he must ask and answer, in som e
shape, however unscientific, before he can feel
himself at ail atted for his work.

Many, no doubt, have proved themselves very
successful teachers, who have never set them-
selves to the systematic study of psychology.
They may, perhaps, be scarcely conscious of
recognizing any relation between that analysis
and classification of the mental faculties and
their functions which is the chief actor in
psychological study and their daily duties
in the class-room. Nevertheless, we make
bold to say that investigation of the methods
used by such teachers would make it clear that
they had, by dint of close observation and care-
fuI experiment, possessed themselves of much
practical and useful knowledge of the science of
mind, in its substance and reality. This is not
to say that the process would not have been
greatly facilitated, and their work made easier
and still more successful, had they been able to
follow more strictly scientific methods and to

avail themselves more freely of the results of the
study and experience of others.

Having said so much, we are bound to admit
that many of the works on psychology which
are to be found on pedagogic book-lists, and
which are recommended to the attention of
teachers, have seemed to us very illy adapted to
aid the average teacher in his work. We do
not wonder that the teacher who has not had
the advantage of a course in Metaphysics at
College or University, is apt to turn, with an in-
voluntary shudder, from the long-drawn-out,
dry-as-dust refinements of metaphysical special-
ists. In the long list of standard psychological
treatises, having, or supposed to have, special
reference to the needs of the.teaching profes-
sion, the number which are likely to prove of

real use to the ordinary public school teacher,
might probably be counted on the fingers of
one hand, without exhausting the digits. We
are not sure, in fact, that we should be going
too far were we to say that the profession was
still waiting for the appearance of a first-class
manual of " Applied Psychology."

Without, however, going so far, or pretending

to be familiar with ail the best books which have
been written on the subject we may frankly say
that, in our opinion, the book before us goes
far towards supplying just what the earnest, in-
dustrious teacher needs. We have not yet had
time to examine the work as a whole, but we
have turned to various divisions and sub-divi-
sions of the subject, and have been delighted
with the clearness of analysis, the simplicity of

statement, and the adaptation to practical use,
which we have invariably found. The manner in
which educational principles are deduced from
each topic as it comes up for discussion, and the
ready illustrations and concrete examples which
are to be found on almost every page are admir-
able. We have not space to describe or discuss
these and other features of the work at length, or
to justify our words by quotations. Nor is it
necessary to do so. Dr.: McLellan's powers of
lucid statement and apt illustration are well
known to most of our readers, and we have no
doubt very many of them will soon examine and
test the book for themselves. To such it will be
no blemish but an added merit, to find much,
as we dare say they may, with which they are
already familiar in the Institute lectures to
which they may have from time to time listened.
They will now be able to review those discus-
sions at leisure in the printed page, and find
what must have necessarily been given in frac-
tional if not fragmentary parts on the platform
presented in the order and completeness of a
logical system.

If we have dwelt at greater length than is our
custom on a single book, we have done so
partly because of the very high opinion we have
formed of the merits of the work for practical
educational purposes, and partly because of our
fear that, for the reasons indicated, too many
teachers may be led by former disappointments
to form wrong conceptions of the character and
scope of the work, and so to deprive themselves
<>f a valuable source of help now for the first
time brought within their reach.

Book Reviews, Notices, Etc.

Cooking and Sewing: Songs andRecitations. For
Schools and Entertainments. Edited by Mrs. J.
B. Romer.
These bright and lively songs have been written

by some of the best song writers, and are set to
college and other popular airs. Price, fifty cents.
The Teachers' Psychology. A Treatise on the In-

tellectual Faculties,the Order of theirGrowtb,and
the Corresponding Series of Studies by which
they are Educated. By A. S. Welch, Professor
of Psychology, Iowa Agricultural College. New
York and Chicago: E. L. Kellogg & Co. Cloth,
12mo, 300 pP. $1.25.
In this book Prof. Welch undertakes to deal with

mind-unfolding, as exhibited in the school-room.
He shows what is meant by attending,memorizing,
judging, abstracting, imagining, classifying, etc.,
as it is done by the pupil over his text-books. Each
of these operations is clearly explained and illus-
trated. A most valuable part of the book is its
application to practical education. How to train
these powers that deal with the concept-that is
the question ? There must be exercises to train the
mind to gather, store, divide, abstract, build, group,
connect, and derive concepts. The author shows
what studies do this appropriately, and where
there are mistakes made in the selection of studies.
The book will prove a valuable one to the teacher
who wishes to know the structure of the mind and
the way ta minister to its growth.
P. Vergilii Maronis Eneidos, Lib. IL. Edited

with Vocabulary, for the use of schools, by T. E.
Page, M.A., Assistant Master at Charterhouse.
Londor : MacMillan & Co.
This little book is another of the series of " Ele-

mentary Classics" in course of publication by Mac-
Millan & Co.

Lamartine's Jeanne dArc. Edited with Notes and
a Vocabulary, by Albert Barrere, Professor,
Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, England.
Boston : D. C. Heath & Co.
A useful edition for school or study.

Promissory Notes or Drafts. What a Business
Man Should Know Regarding Them. By J. W.
Johnson, F.C.A. Published by Ontario Business
College, Belleville.
This is a second edition of this useful pamphle',

which first appeared in the columns of the EDUCA-
TIONAL JOURNAL. New and valuable matter
bas been added to this edition. The work is well
adapted ta be useful to Commercial Masters in High
Schools, as well as ta business men everywhere.
Charming Songs for Little Warblers. A collection

of seventy-eight songs, arranged for the piano-
forte or harmonium. Culled from the children's
music of every land. By George Gill. Boston
School Supply Company, 15 Bromfield Street.
The intention of this little book, to supply a sel-

ection of simple and attractive melodies for ordin-
ary occasions, bas been, we think, admirably
carried out. It is well adapted to aid in the edu-
cational work of infant school, home and nursery.
Primary Writing. By Mara L. Pratt. Boston:

Eastern Educational Bureau. Price, 15 cents.
This is an ingenious method of teaching the

elements of penmanship ta young children. Many
primary teachers will, we daressay, find it extremely
useful, saving them much time and trouble, and
producing better results than the ordinary
methods.
Elementary Chemical Technics. By George N.

Cross, A.M., Principal of the Robinson Female
Seminary. 123 pages. Cloth. Price, $1.25.
Boston : Eastern Educational Bureau.
The opening chapter of this useful book contains

complete practical directions for the construction
and equipment of laboratories at a very moderate
cost. Another chapter contains directions for the
making of almost every piece of apparatus needed
in an ordinary school-room in chemistry. Another
is devoted to glass working, etc. A convenient re-
ference book for teachers of chemistry.
Goethe's Torquato Tasso. Edited for the use of

students, by Calvin Thomas, Professor of Ger-
manic Languages and Literature, in the Univer-
sity of Michigan. Boston : D. C. Heath & Co.
This book is not intended for beginners in der-

man, but for such readers as have already become
familiar with the every-day facts of the language.
The notes are therefore few in number, and deal
only with what is exceptional or peculiar. The
introduction is full, the volume well printed and
neatly bound.

Sonnenschein's Cyclopedia of Education. A hand-
book of reference on all subjects connected wiih
education, (ils history, theory, andpractice), com-
prising articles by eminent Educational Special-
ists. The whole arranged and edited by Alfred
Ewen Fletcher. Syracuse, N. Y.: C. W. Bar-
dun, Publisher. London: Swan, Sonnenschein
& Co., 1889.
This work is a boon ta the teaching profession,

and ta aIl who have ta do with the history and
work of education. The aim of the work is clearly
indicated by the title, and its scope is modestly de-
scribed by the editor, who says that the contributors
have sought ta give a telescopic rather than a mic-
roscopic view of the educational facts and questions
discussed, and ta bring their purely pedagogic feat-
ures into clear outline. We have turned up a
number of articles on various subjects and have
been very favorably impressed with the clear, suc-
cinct and interesting manner in which the subjects
are treated, in accordance with the rules thus laid
down. A carefully compiled Bibliography of peda-
gogy, which does not, however, include notices of
living persons, is given as an appendix. This ex-
cellent book, or a similar one-we know none simi-
lar-should have a place on every teacher's book-
shelf.

LANGUAGES and mathematics can no more sat-
isfy the cravings of the mind, than the knife and
fork and balance for weighing meat can satisfy the
stomach.-oonnot.
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Ma/hem atics.

Ail communications intended for this departmuent
should be sent before the 20th of each month, to C.
Clarkson, B.A., Seaforth, Ont.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS.

No. i.-By T. P. HALL, B.A., Woodstock College.
A, B and C start together round a field nhose perimeter

is p. A goes a miles, B, b miles, and C, cmiles per
hour. When will they first be together again ?

N.B.-Problems similar to this are occasionally found
in papers on Aritbmetic, and most Arithmetics give a
wrong method of working them.

SOLUTION. Let x=required time, and let a=highest
rate of speed ; then ax, bx, ex are the numbers of miles
travelled in x bours respectively. Thus we have the
equations:

(î) ax -bx=mp ; (2) ax -cx=np, then m and n are
integers, and the smallest integers that will satisfy the
two equations.

(î)÷(2) gives a- b:a-c=-m:n. Now m and n are
the smallest integers possible when they are prime to
each other. Let k be the H.C.F. of a -b, a -c, so that
a -b=km, a-c=kn:. from (s) x=mp÷(a- b)=p÷k.l
Thus we derive the RULE :-To find the time of meet.
ing : subtract the other rates from the highest, and divide
the perimeter by the H.C.F. of these differences.

For four travellers we should similarly obtain
a -b:a-c:a- d=m:n:q and as above x=op+k.

EXAMPLE.-~If p= I7, a= 20, b= 13, c=6; then k=7,
and x=2½. So that A would travel 20×x2½=48‡ miles,
B, 3rf miles, and C, 14 miles.

No. 2.-By S. C. BRAC, ESSQ, Philadelphia.
What rate per cent. of interest will be received on the

investment by purchasing an r=6% Bond at a premnium
of p=$33, par value of Bond b=$xoo, having t=r5
years to run, and interest payable semi-annually by
coupons ?

Solution by B, F. BURLESON, Oneida Castle, N.YV.
The purchaser of the Bond bas made an investment of

$133, to run 15 years. He expects to receive $îoo, at
least, of this principal, when the bond matures. If any
part of the $33 premium were paid previous to the time
of the maturity of the Bond, we should be required to
find tbe rate per cent. received, not on the investment,
but on a fluctuating principal, for a constant time. The
payments, too, would be indefinite, as equal or unequal
ones might be made semi-annually. Therefore, it is to
be presumed that the entire principal, $133, is to remain
invested for 55 years. A certain portion of each coupon
rnust be set aside (at the maturity of such coupon) as a
sinking fund for the re.imbursement of the premium paid
when the Bond matures. The balance of the coupon
must be the semi-annual interest received on the invest-
ment. This interest divided by the investment is the
rate per cent. of semi-annual interest received by the in-
vestor. With respect to the re-investment of the net
proceeds of each coupon, the problem bas nothing what-
ever to do. Such net proceeds may be invested, hoarded,
or squandered by the bond-holder. At the maturity of
the Bond, the holder will receive all of bis investment,
in the face value of the Bond and in bis sinking-fund1
deposits. No speciouS reasoning can controvert these
facts.

On wbat basis the tables (used by brokers, bankers,
and financiers in general) purporting to give tbe rate per
cent, on tbe investment wben bonds are purchased aI a
premium, are constructed, no one seems to know. The
smnkig-fund deposits may draw interest, eitber simple,
or compound ; or they may lie idle-just as the depositor
prefers. Hence there are three cases to this problemu,
wbicb may be condensed into two, viz.: (t) When tbe
smnking.fund deposits are invested at a certain rate of
simple interest ; and (2) Wben the sinking-fund deposits
are mnvested at a certain rate of compound interest.

CASE FIRST.

Let R0 =- the rate per cent. of simple interest received
semi-annually on each sinking-fund /eposit, A = the
amount of eacb sinking-fund deposit, and r =the re-
quired rate per cent. of simple interest received semi-
annually on the investment ; tben we bave, by adding
the amounts of the sinking-fund deposits,

[(2T - )ARs +(2T -2)ARs +... +ARs ]+2TA,
=2TAR0 - TAR, +2TA=P. •

Hence the required rate per cent. of simple interest
receive,. semi-annually on the investment becomes

r=[BR~[(T rRsT (B+P). (2).

RULE.-Multiply twice tbe nunmber of years it takes
the Bond to mature, less one year, by tbe rate per cent.
received semi-annually on the sinking-fund deposits ; add
2.to tbe product, and multiply the sum by tbe number of
years it takes the Bond to mature ; divide the premium
by tbis product, and subtract the quotient from tbe value
of a coupon ; and divide tbe remainder by tbe price paid
for the Bond, and the quotient il tbe rate per cent. of
sini le interest received semi-annually on tbe investmuent.

APPLICATIONS OIF RULE.

When Rs = o the sinking-fund deposits draw no in-
terest ; and according to our formulated Rule, we bave :

[.BR P
If R =o, r=[ ~,=1¾%.

Similarly wben Rs 2½%. r fj%
and when Rs =3%, r=rj¾

CASE SECOND.

Let Re =the rate per cent. of compound interest
received semi-annnally on eacb sinking.fund deposit;
then representing (2T - s) by ru, (2T -2) by n, and
adding tbe amounts of the sinking-fund deposits, we bave
tbe geometrical series.

'Rc

A- PR,
(s +P,,c)ST-

Hence tbe required rate per cent. of compound interest
received semi-annually on the investment becomes

r= T4J:(B+ P) . . . (4).
RULE.--Divide the interest on the premium for six

months, at tbe rate per cent. received on tbe sinking-funrd
deposits, by the compound interest on one dollar, com-
pounded semi-annually, at tbe rate per cent. received on
the sinking-fund deposits for tbe time it takes tbe Bond
to mature ; subtract tbe quotient from the value of a
coupon ; and divide the remainder by the price paid for
the Bond, and tbe quotient is the rate per cent. of semi-
annual compound interest received on the investment.

When
and when

APPLICATIONS 0F RULE.

Re =2i%, r=r1.69048%,
Re =3%, r =I.7341I%.

REMARKS.

Special results obtained fromu either of these Rules
agree exactly with results given in " Packard's Commer-
cial Arithmetic," page 234-New England fournal of
Education.

SOLUPIONS TO PROBLEMS IN MARCH
NUMBER.

24. By W. PRENDERGAST, B.A., Cbatham Collegiate
Institute.

Let P=monthly instalment. The amount of ail the
instalments at j5,% per month for six months =$250. Let
R = oof,+100.

N.B.-Of course to take A% per month as identical
with 5% per annum is only " commercially" correci.
Thus we have :

P R 6 + R'a+R'+ R + R*+R)=$250, from wbicb
P R(R6 - r )÷ (R - 1)o=250. Substituting for R and re-

ducing we 2et P=$4 .64.
25. By T. C. DOIDG, University College, Toronto.
Let x=number to be taken from îst cask,:.8-x=.

number from 2nd. Hence the equation:
)x+½(8 --x)=2, wbence x=4½-; and 31 is the number

from 2nd. Solved also by MR. PRENDERGAST and Others.
26. By ME. PRECNDERGAST.
Let x =number drawn off each time, then 256 - x are

left after Ist drawing,:.. when x gallons of water are added
to this, the wine=(256-x)÷256th part of the mixture,
and:.. x gallons of this mixture contain x times (256×xx)÷+
256gallons of wine. The remainder of wine is then after the
2nd draught=(256 -x) -- {(256 - x)÷~ 256J- x =(256 -
x)*÷~-256. Similarly after the 4th draught, the remainder
of wine is
(256 - x)'÷+ 256' =8î gallons ; or (256 - x)'=-3' x 22",
wbence 256- x=3×N2®=-192; and x=64 gallons.

Solved also by MR. DOIDGE. .
N.B.-" The general problem " is similar to this :
From a vessel containing a gallons of wine, b gallons

are, drawn off and tbe vessel filled up with water.
This is repeated n times ; find the amount of wine
remaining. After 1st draught a - b gallons of wine re-
main: after the 2nd draught (a- b)'÷a ; after tbe 3rd

(a -b)'-÷a"a ; etc., etc. ; after t.he ntb draught (1 b)"
a' 1 gallons of wine remain.-EDIToR.

27. By ME. PRENDERGAST.
The interest at wbich the discount is to be calculated is

not given ; but 7%j agrees witb the answer in tbe book.
Now fjx×7, or ${-j il deducted from every $îoo for

discount, and a certain other amount for excbange. Tbus
$100 face value sells for $100-¾- excbange =$98¾½ -
exchange. But $2 66o sells for $2,570-89, or $100 for
$96½¾ ; bence

$98¾¼-- excbange=-$96½¼, or exchange =2½%.
N.B.-No. 2, paper III, page 239, H. Smith's Arith-

melic il exactly simîlar.
28. By WM. HICKLING, Phelpston, Ont.
At the death of the widow. son got * and daughter ¾,the shares then were fu and få : daughter's gain=n th

of $4,ooo=-$î33.

30. By MR. PRENDERGAST.
The ends contain 6¾ cubic feet of iron, and the sides

26½ cubic feet, total 33½ cubic feet of iron, and this will
have to displace 33½×x7¾ cubic feet of water= 258* cubic
feet of water. Let p=perp. depth immersed:. we get
the equation:

(258½÷40)÷(î6× 1o)=p÷2o, wbence p=9& inches.
N. B.-Tbe iron is so thin that it does not seem worth

while to take both outside and inside measurements in
finding the solidity of iron.

34. By'THE SAME.
Amount of $2,200 for 21 years @ R% must=sum of

amounts of $200 for 20 years, for 19 years, etc.; i.e. reck-
oning simple interest.
220ox21R÷t.oo=(20oR÷Ioo){20+1

9 +etc.} +2oo

Whence 42R-=2o, R=4¾% simple interest.
At compound interest: Let x - i + R, and the equation il

200 (R"1 - s) +- (R - i) = 2,200 R'1, a very interesting
equation to solve.

35. In every leap year in whicb February Ist falls on
Sunday, that montb will bave five Sundays. The inter-
val between tbese years is 28 years, or 7 leap years. The
last two were 1852 and î88o. Tbe next would be 1908
were it not for tbe fact that 1900 il not a leap year, so
that February s, 1908, will l'e on Saturday ; 1912 will,
bowever, be tbe seventh leap year froin î88.

36. By MR. DOIDGE.
555×N3 and 555×5 , or 1665 and 2,775 are the numbers.

37. By THE SAME.

Every odd number is of the form 2n+I, and (2n+ i)'
÷8=(4n'+4n)÷8+½; n(n )÷+

Now n is odd :. n + I is even, and the remainder is s.
Similarly for other even powers of (2n- s). Solved
generally also by W. P.

38. By W. P.
[" Less tban 1,ooo0" should read " less than 1oo ' ]--ED.
Let îf6x=st No., 16y=2nd No. : .16xy= 192; xy= 12

Now 12=1r2 x 1, 6 × 2, 3×X4. The second pair gives
48 and 64.

39. By W. P.
Since a, b, c are in G. P., b5 =ac

Let n=ax =rbY =cZ :.=li or y=2xz÷(x+2), i. e.
x, y, z are in H P.

40- Let x=No. of oxen required, y=grass on one acre,
z= amount produced on one acre per week. Then a oxen
eat b (y+mz) in m weeks.

I ox eats b (y + mz)÷ma in z week, from first condition.
But from 2n1d condition, by similar reasoning, i ox eats
e (y +pz)÷ipx. Thus we get the equations :
b d e.

(+mrz)=-g(y + nz)= -(g + pz). Eliminating from

these y and z we find:
xm - p. n ce_ n - p, mae. e m-p, nc-ec

m -n pd m -n pb p m -n d J

41. By MR. DolDGE..

N.B.--The t r i-
angles are aIl equila-
teral and A, B, C, D
and E, F, G, H are
-aquares.

FA B CBD square,

C A and E A D tri
angles described ex-
ternally on the sides.

The angles A F B,
B GC, D A C and D
E A are each60°.0 E
A D=6o°, D A B=

N'o.r -' '

t. s
>1-

'.9-'
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90°, F A B=6o°:. E A F =150°; since ail the angles
around the point A=360°:. A E F + E F A = 30';
since E A= A F each of the angles A E F and
E F A is 15°. In the same way B F G =15. E
F A+A F B+B F G or E F G =15'+60+15 =90 .
In similar manner the angles at G, H and E are 90°,:.
E F G iisrectangular. Again HD andDE=FAand
A E and the angles H D E and E A F being equal
(each 5o0). H E=E F:. the figure E F G H is equilate-
ra .'. il is a square.

Similarly when the triangles are described inside the
square.

42. By W. P.
If B C2< 4 A D2
4 B D'< 4 A D2; B D<A D

angle B A D < angle A B D. Ilence the vertical angle A
< the sum of the two equal angles and:. <2 right angles.

(2.) If B C2> 4 A D', we may show in the same way
that A is an obtuse or a right angle.

43. PROFESSOR ABINASH BASU.

A B C D is a quadrilateral, and O the point of inter-
section of A C and B D. From C O cut off C M equal
to A O, and from B O cut off B N equal to D 0. Prove
that the centroid of the quadrilateral coincides with that
of the triangle O M N.

SOLUTION by Rosa H. WHATHAM, B.A.; SARAH
MARKs, B.Sc., and others.

Let K be the
mid-point of A C;
g,,gthecentroids
of triangles A B C,
AD C. Join g,
g2 ; then g, g2 'S
parallel to B D.
join N K, meet-
ing g. g, in G;
therefore G is cen-
troid of O M N.
Now

a

N

q -f
c' c

gG=J B N=¼1 D O,
gG=1 D N=1 B O;

.gG : gG=D O : B
-,ýA D C: AA B C,

therefore G is the centroid of the quadrilateral, therefore
centroids of the quadrilateral and the triangle O M N
coincide.

CORRESPONDENCE.

44. G. E. H., Kingsville, asks for solutions of No. i i,
page 259, and No. 143, page 274, H. Smith's Arithmetic.

47. W. J. B., Swinton, requests solutions of Nos. t8,
24 and 25, page 136, Ex. xlvii, Robertson & Birchard's
Algebra. He also sends the following for

50. SOLUTION : Find the instalment required to pay
off $i,ooo, in five annual instalments, principal and
interest together. Compound interest @ Io% per annum.

These correspondents neglected our standing rule that
the " problems " as well as the references must be sent
in order to secure attention.

Miss ROSE McGEE, a pupil of Parry Sound Public
School, sends an accurate solution of No. 8, in February
number.

MR. C. F. S. CHAPMAN, St. James, Man., solves No.
4 in February number, by making C's work for one day
the unit of comparison, and the analysis is well suited to
a junior class.

51. RusTIcUs proposes the following: Bought pro-
perty for $500, to be paid with simple interest in lo years,
in 1a eqµal annual payments. The principal and interest
amount to $850. Find (i) the rate of interest ; (2) the
amount of each annual instalment.

The solution of the Il. and III. class Algebra papers, of
1888, will appear in May number. The Editor would be
glad to hear from ail 1eachers who are studying the First
C. course, so that he may be guided in respect to their
wishes as far as possible. Our correspondents have donc
nol4ly this year, and we wish them ail success. Do not
forget ta mention the JOURNAL at your Convention, nor
to keep the Editor posted in regard to any difficulties that
you may meet. Let us make the JOURNAL worthily repre-
sent the profession and the imperishable work it is doing
for this country and for culture and civilization.

THE teacher should observe closely the results
of hie plans and note where they are successful and
wbere a failure, and should govern bis future
accordingly. Let him'review each evening the
work of the day and try ta find a mistake he bas
made, and resolve ta do better the next day.-G.
Dallas Limnd.

Educational Meetings. to be successful in the highest degree, there muet
be no such false sentiment in either the nation or
the individual as that honest labor is degrading ;

HALTON TEACHERS' ASSOCIATION. that ail must be willing to work unceasingly with
either hand or brain ; that as soon as the nation or

(Condensedfrom Georgetown Herald.) the individual begins to despise labor and to seek
THIS Association met at Milton, on Thursday, for luxury, that moment their fall begins.

February 28th. About sixty-five or seventy teach- FRIDAY MORNING.
rs were in attendance. On Mr. R. N. Shorthill outlined an excellent method

THURSDAY MORNING, of teaching " Practical Composition." The lesson
The President, Mr. Gray, occupied the chair. provoked considerable discussion and many ex-
Mr. Deacon led in prayer, after which the minutes pressions of approval. By question and answer he
of last Convention were read and approved. The drew from his class ail they knew of the subject-
Treasurei's report was read. The Librarian re- of"Lacrosse." Wherevertheirknowledgewaslack-
ported that during the year fifty-three professional ing he supplied the information. At the close this
works had been read by the teachers, and eight outline appeared on the board, the divisions to
new ones had been added to the library. correspond with the paragraphs of the composition

Mr. Deacon next brought up the matter of educa- when written :-
tional papers, and earnestly urged every teacher in i. The game ; (a) players, (b) name, (c) national.
he county to take, at least, one of the many good 2. The players; (a) players, (b) name, (c) posi-
professional journals. He owned that it had a de- tion, (d) costume, (e) skill.
pressng effect upon hum to hear any teacher 3. Necessaries ; (a) sticks, (b) ball, (c) grounds,
acknowlelge ta not taking any. Every teacher (d) goals, (e) flag-posts, (ý) umpire, (g) referee.
ought toknow just both what andhowhisbrethrenare 4. Amusement ;(a) excuting, (b) team play.
doing. He cannot hope to contain within himself Mr. Tilley took ior bis nex; subject, " The prin-
the sum of ail good methods and principles, and if ciples of Education." He traced the origin of the
tie does not read, he wili soon get behind the times. " Theory of Education " from the practice of it, and

A short discussion followed on "Economy of showed that that theory is the most perfect which
Time " in".the school-room, led by Messrs. Stingle, approaches most nearly the operations of nature in
Norton, Shortill, Deacon and Gray. development. Development of mental power

AFTERNOON. should be the main object, and this development
Mr. Deacon spoke on temperance and hygien. can come only as a result of a person's own effort.

He called attention ta the necessity of obtaining a Nature furnishes (i) the faculty, (2) the material,
thorough change of air at recess, by opening doors and (3) the occasion for the use of I and 2 in the
and windows, and of securing proper light by means development of both mind and body. By under-
of blinds etc. standing the science of education, the teacher is

Teachers should themselves buy the temperance enabled ta place before bis pupils the right kind
tex'-book and teach the subject as there found, but and the right amount of work to direct their labors,
their pupils should not be asked ta get the book. to encourage them and ta make the circumstances
They should act with wisdom and carefully avoid favorable for the doing.
anything that would create strife in their sections. AFTERNOON.

The question of the "Teacher's Preparation for Miss Pringle gave a carefully prepared paper on
the Class Room " was discussed by Miss Bastedo " Life in the School Room," in which she dwelt
in a well written paper. The writer held that upon the importance of keeping the room neat and
every earnest teacher must and will prepare him- tidy, upon the refining and educating effect of pic-
self for the special work of each day. Among the tures and flowers in the room, and urged the teach-
questions ta be answered by all desiring to make ers ta try in this way to counteract the evil influ-
the most of any particular lesson are : Have I done ences ta which so many pupils are exposed.
my best ta prepare the lesson for presentation ? Mr. Tilley's last paper was on '' Professional
How can I best arouse the interest of the class in Fellowship." In openîng, he paid a tribute ta the
it ? le there anything transpiring in the world unselfishness of teachers in general. In ail the five
around us that I can bring ta bear upon it ta in- years of bis work among them the burden of their
crease their interest ? Will what I am going ta cry had been, " How shall we best fit ourselves ta
teach be of practical value ta fit them for life ? make our work the most effective ? " Teachers

Mr. Tilleythen taught a class in Grammar. He should be united very closely in bonds of fellow-
first said that subjects bringing into play the ship, and be very sensitive about criticizing one an-
natural activities of the child are the most interest- other adversely, or of under-bidding for situations.
ing and, therefore, the most easily taught ; but For the evil of low salaries they are themeelves
grammar, which brings into play thought only, is largely ta blame. The profession is being over-
hard ta teach. Mr. Tilley, however, by bis easy, crowded and large numbers of the best teachers
natural method of illustraion, sustained the live- are yearly leaving it. In fact, in every seven years,
liest interest in his class throughout the whole the entire staff in Ontario is changed. For this,
lesson. aise, teachers are ta blame, because they have en-

The first step is ta teach the use of words in sen- couraged students ta take the teachers' course.
tences. Placing a sentence on the board, by skilful The training of teachers in ail rural schools should
questioning he taught that every word has some be discouraged, because it cannot be done without
office or use, that in reality most words are the injury ta the rest of the school.
servants of sorne other words. Classification is the RESOLUTIONS.
second step. Pupils were easily led to see that ail The following resolutions, carried unaninously,
words naturally fall into classes according ta their speak for themselves:-
use. Inflection is the third stage. Make the Moved by J. H. Bradley seconded by Henry
teaching objective and the following muet be the Husband, that this Association desires ta place on
order :-i. Present the subject, or teach the thing record their regret at the recent loss ta the profes-
through the thing itself. 2. Lead the pupils ta see sion in the death of Dr. Young. The universal
the use of it. 3. Investigate (a) as ta form, (b) as homage paid ta his great abilities and profound
ta operation. 4. Generalize. 5. Apply the con- scholarship makes it unnecessary ta say more than
clusions. ta acknowledge our appreciation of the importance

Mr. James A. McNivin next read bis paper on of bis labors in the cause of education in our pro-
the " Benefits of Securing Attention in Schoo',' vince.
and seldom has a better been given before the Moved by J. H. Bradley seconded by Theo.
Convention. The subject was treated most ex- Norton, that the members of the Halton County
haustively. He showed that if the teacher would Teachers' Association desire ta place on record
perform bis highest function he must train his their regret at the sudden and unexpected death
pupils ta habits of attention. This is necessary of a fellow-worker and enthusiastic member of the
that they may be successful, both in the school and teaching profession, Mr. C. R. Bonham. His ser-
in the world beyond it. Illustrations were given vices in copnection with the Association were of
of great men who ascribed their greatness solely ta such a character as ta warrant us in expecting for
their power of concentrating their attention upon him a career of great usefulness in hie chosen pro-
what was before them. fession. We desire further ta bear testimony ta

EVENING. his moral worth and integrity of character and ta
Mr. Tilley lectured in the Methodist church, his extend ta his sorrowing parents our heartfeit sym-

subject being " Successful Life." He showed that pathy in their time of severe trial.
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AYRE'S ORTHOEPIST AND CORRECT

PRONUNCIATION.
HENRY A. FORD, A.M., DETROIT.

IN the last number of your truly EDUCATIONAL
JOURNAL, which bas just reached my hands and
bas been read at once with much interest and sat-
isfaction, I observe an inquiry in the department of
"Questions and Answers," which seems to me of
more than ordinary importance; and I beg leave
to add a few ines to your brief reply. The querist
desires to know whether Ayre's " Orthoepist"
is a reputable authority ; and the implication
obviously is that if so he wishes to adopt it as his
hand-book of pronunciation. This betokens an in-
telligence and enterprise, and a true professional
spirit, not altogether common among teachers, at
least on this side of the line. With most of them but
a moment's conversation will disclose the fact that
they have no standards, or have studied them but
indifferently. Even in the use of what may be con.
sidered professional words, those habitually in the
talk of the common schools, the Queen's (or Presi-
dent's) English is sadly strained. So frequently
recurring words as geography, geometry, equation,,
potion, and the like, are often mispronounced.
About ten years ago I became so impressed with
prevaihing deficiencies that I adopted as a regular
exercise in the institutes I conduct or instruct, an
hour or less in " professional orthoepy." And now
I am brought to the confession that my list of
words for this purpose, a quite extended one, is de-
rived from Mr. Ayre's " Orthoepist." I used for
some years the excellent little Boston book of
" Three Thousand Words Liable to be Mispro-
nounced," and as they appeared became familiar
with Phyfe's and other manuals ; but after full com-
parison and annotation of differences I settled upon
Ayre's as probably the best.

i. It rests not only upon the great American
standards, but cites freely the English authorities,
Walker, Smart, Cooley, Cul, and the rest.

2. It bas frequent and admirable, though brief,
discussions of a pronunciation. These add sensi.
bly to the pleasure and profit with which I regularly
read the book throughout every few months.

3. The writer has the courage and the sense to
recognize the fact that books of language do not
give the law to language, but derive laws from best
usage. He has taken speech as he finds it in the
use of our best talkers and most classic orators,
and so far, and rightly, discounts the future as to
allow pronunciation not yet warranted by the books.
Apparatus, acoustic and some other words, even
orthoepy itself, are found one way in the books and
another in the almost universal usage of the
scholars as well as the people. I think this good
judgment and true independence a very admirable
feature of the book.

4. It gives more words (abdut 3,300 in all) than
most of the others, and includes many needed pro-
per names.

Pray excuse the unexpected length of this treat-
ment. But a small hand-book is so ready and con-
venient, as against the cumbrous " unabridged "
dictionaries, that I have thought pretty full remarks
might be justified. Permit me to add that other
little books, by the gentleman calling himself
" Alfred Ayres," (a prominent New Yorker of some
prominence, who does not care to publish bis
name) "The Verbalist," concerning the correct
choice of words ; " The Mentor," a book of decorum
and good manners, and other practical manuals, are
likewise useful.

TEACHERSI
LooK over your sample copy of school Work and Play.

Read the circular, with offers for clubs, and do what you
can to secure a club for your schools.

PROVIDENT SAVINGS LIFE ASSURANCE
SOCIETY OF NEW YORK.

This old and reliable life company bas just entered
Canada, making a deposit, for the security of Canadian
patrons, of fifty thousand dollars with the Dominion
Government. We notice the company has $280 of cash
assets for every $500 of liabilities. R. H. Matson,
formerly Superintendent of Agencies of the Britisl
Empire Mutual Life Assurance Company of London,
England, bas been appointed General Manager for 0
Canada, witb bead office in Toronto. Mr. Matson is
well and favorably known from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
and we congratulate the company in the selection they
have made on this side of the line.

CATARRH, CATARRHAL DEAFNESS, HAY SCHOOL TEACHERS!
FEVER. If you want to make money during leisure bours arA NEW HOME TREATMENT. vacations, apply to R. H. MATSON, General Manag

SUFFERERs are not generally aware that these diseases Provident Savings Life Assurance Society of New Yorare contagious, or that they are due to the presence of Address, 37 Yonge Street, Toronto.living parasites in the lining membrane of the nose and
eustachian tubes. Microscopic research, however, bas .proved this t be a fact, and the resuit is that a simple S eczai Books for ezcheriremedy bas been formulated wbereby catarrh, catarrhal
deafness and hay fever are permarently cured in from one
to three simple applications made at home by the patient
once in two weeks. N.B.-For catarrhal discharges
peculiar to females (whites) this remedy is a specific. A
pamphlet explaining this new treatment is sent on receiptof ten cents by A. H. Dixon & Son, 303 West King St.,Toronto, Canada.-Scientific American.

Sufferers from catarrhal troubles should carefully read
the above.

DAY'S BUSINESS COLLEGE,
Toronto, offers exceIlent facilities for acquiring

Instruction Sound and Practical. References to formel students
and reliable business men. For trmis address JAMES E. DAY
Accountant, 94 and 96 King Street West, near Rossin House.

BUCKEYE BELL FOUiïYÙ .
Bell of Pure Copper and Tin foreburcbs
WARRNTED. Catalogue sent Free.
VANDUZEN i 'TIT. Cineinu4j ,

Church and School BELLS.
SIZES AND PRICES

Diam. of We't with Costo/
bell. roke and b,1l and

frame. kang's
No.6, 25in....... 23lhs ...... $25
No. 6j, 27 in...... -- 34lbs- ..... 36 oc
NO. 7, 30 in........ 4930 lbs........ 5o o
NO. 8, 34 inl... 73 0Ibs .... 75 00
No. 9 , 38 in........925lbs ... .. 130 00

RUMSE Y & CO., Seneca Fans, N Y., U S.A.

Special Offers.
We will send The Educational Journal three months

and Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for
$1.00.

We will send The Educational Journal four months
and Williams' Composition and Practical English,
postpaid, for $s.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Ayres' Verbalist and Orthoepist, postpaid, for $2.oo.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Williams' Composition and Practicat English, post-
paid, for $2.00.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Worcester's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $9.50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
the Concise Imperial Dictionary (best ,binding), for
$5-50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Webster's Dictionary (Full Sheep), for $11.50.

We will send The Educational Journal one year and
Lippincott's Gazetteer (Full Sheep), for $11.50.

ADDRESS-

id
er
k.

s.

Courses of Studies and Methods of
Teaching.

By John T. Prince, Agent of the Mass. State Board of
Education. Teachers' price, post-paid, 75 cents. This
is a practical guide, by an experienced man, for every
day work.

First Steps in Number.
Teachers' edition. By Wentworth & Reed. Teachers'

price, post-paid, 90 cents. An exhaustive presentation
of the smaller numbers, with an abundance of little
problems exactly suited to children, and designed tomake them think and to cultivate tbe reasoning faculty,to awaken interest, to impress facts, and to put know-
ledge in a form for use.

How to Speak and Write Correctly.
Teachers' edition. Part . of Elementary Lessons in

English. By Mrs. N. L. Knox-Heath. Teachers' price,
post-paid, 6o cents. A comptete bandbook for the
teacher of elementary English.

Lectures on School Hygiene.
Delivered to public school teachers of Boston by fiveBoston physicians. Teachers' price, post-paid, 80 cents.

A few vital sanitary topics treated in a simple and practi-cal way in the light of special study and experience.
The National Musie Teacher.

By Luther Whiting Mason, one of the authors of theNational Music Course. Price to teachers, post-paid, 40cents. Verbatim reports of actual lessons given to littlechildren by a master in the art of teaching.
Handbook of Arithmetie.

By G. C. Shutts,*of the Whitewater Normal School,
Wis. Price bo teachers, posî.paid, 25 cents. The
autbor's object ia b unify the work of teaching Arithme-tic. Too often it is taught as a multitude of unrelated
subjects, when in reality there are but a few processeswhich appear and re-appear under somewhat different
phases, on account of the different kinds of units involved.

GINN & COMPANY, Publishers,
BOSTON, Ntw YORK and CIHICAGO.

An established success. The CYCLOSTYLE DuplicatingApparatus for duplicating writing, type-writing dýawîngs ormusic. Two thousand fac-smie copies in indelibleabick or colored
ink, on any ordinary paper. Invaluable for circulars, price lists,market reports, specifications, quotations, examination papers,
postal cards, noices, railroad instructions, schedules, reports and
tariffs, copying music, menus, programmes, xnaps, plans, diagrautsdrawings, designs. The advantages of the Cyclostyle over ail
other proceses are so apparent and so manifold, that a bas super-seded ail otber processes in over 50,000 offices and institutionsthroughout the continent. Correspondence solicited. CYCLOSTYLECo., .. King Street East.

WOMAN'S MEDICAL COLLEGE,
TORONTO, ONTARIO.

In affiliation with the Unversity of Trinity College.

TheFor fu information regarding graduation, prizes, fees,he Educational J/ournal, etc-, and for copies of the annual announcement, apply
GRIP OFFICE, TORONTO. 30 Carlton Street. T oronto.

WALL MAPS FOR SCHOOLS.
The most accurate and best series of wall maps pub!ished. Drawn and engraved by the eminent geographer, J. BARTHOLOMEWF.R.G.S., Edinburgh. Mounted on Strong Cloth, with Rollers, clearly Colored and Varnished.

REGULAR
NO. SIZE. PRICE. 1 NO. SIZ REGULAR

i. Railway Map of Ontario, - 43 by 33 inches $3 00 o. Africa, - - 6 b E. PRICE.
2. Ontario, - - - 67 by 52 4 50 i1. British Islands, - 7 by 52 inches $4 o

4. Q Brunswick - 67 by 52 ' 4 50 12. Australia and New Zealand, - e by 52 4 504. ewBrnswck - 6 7 by 5 2 4 50 3 Palestine, 67 by 52 " 4 505. Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, 67 b 4 o e rld lu Hemispheres, 67 by 52 4 50
6. ISoth America, - - 67 by 52 " 4 5 15. The World on Mercator's Project. 67 by 52 4 50
7' South America, - - 67 by 52 " 4 50 16. United States, - . s' by 32 4 0

Asiurope, - - y 32 4 50 17. The Dominion of Canada, - by 49 6 50

To any Teacher or Board of Trustees subscribing for THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL at $î.so, we wifl send one or moref the above maps, eaci lit $î.00i les, than the Regular Price. ,0 ewnsn n rmr
This is an opportunity that shpuld n1 be neglecn'eare tpplyyeosur s 0ch1o a once with First-Class Maps at wholesale rates.
Iu ordering Dictionaries or Maps please give our R N A L G r

EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Grip Office, Toronto.
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fPBUDLESVI

FOR FIRST, SECOND AND THIRD CLASSES.

BY JAMES WHITE, PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHER,
EDMONTON, • ONT.

This book is now ready for delivery. It contains nearly 70)
Practical Problems in Arithmetic for the three lowesEt forms, and
will supply the teacher with questions ai once interesting and
useful. The probleis are properly graded for the separate classes,
and answers are given in the appendix.

Board and Linen Covers-Price, post-paid, Only 25 ets.
AODDEss.

Grip Printing and Publishing Company,

28 Front Street West, Toronto.

The attention of Teachers is directed to
the new illustrated paper, with above title,
for boys and girls. Samples of early num-
bers have been sent to teachers, with circu-
lars describing the paper, and offering

PREMIUMS FOR SCHOOL CLUBS.

Please read carefully the circulars accom-
panying the samples.

The paper contains eight pages, iox15,
and will be filled with matter at once enter-
taining to the pupil and of advantage to
the teacher in its relation to school opera-
tions. It will always be abundantly illus-
trated in high style of art. The following
will be among the departnents:-

"Our Story Column."
"Our Friday Afternoon at Home."

"The Field of Fame,"
Puzzlewits."

" Some Famous Boys and Girls."
"Editorial."

"Jest Phor Phun."
"For the Little Ones."

"Light on the Lessons."
" Games and How to Play them."

If any teacher has not received the sam-
ples, they will be sent promptly on receipt
of post-card. Please say that you are a
teacher.

The paper will be carefully edited by W.
H. HUSTON, M.A., Englisli Master Toronto
Collegiate Institute. The distribution will
be in school clubs only, as described in the
circular, outside subscribers being allowed
to connect themselves with the club. The
active co-operation of Teachers will thus be
necessary to success. Please send Club
Orders as soon as possible, and secure back
numbers. Address,

GRIP PRINTING AND PUBLISHING CO.

Publishers,

28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO.

Good Agents Wanted over the entire Dominion. Address Seo.
D. Feris, 87 Church Street, Toronto.

"THE -IORSE FAIR."

T wonderful pictura is one of the most remarkabie art productions of the age. The figures are aul
Ilfe size, ihe canvas covermng one entîre end of the gallery wherit l exbbited. Thescne represents

a number of horses being driven. and for vîgor of action and grace of motion has never been equailed. lu
the whoie work the pose is s0 life-like, and the drawing la Eo true, that y ou ean scarcely persuade your-
self the abenel not real. Not only bas this prtre been exhibited ln ail thePrncipal cties of Europe.
but it bas also been ln the possession of two noted Âmerncan millionaires. For yeara A. T. Stewart
cherîshefi It as the principal picture ln his gallei. and upon the sale of his collection it was bougbt byCornelus Vanderbilt for reOan and presented. by hlm to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, where it la daily
surrouoded by groupe «f admirera. We are uow bandlingc a magulficent reproduction of ibis picture,printed on heavr plate paper m tnches long by 20 wde, whicb embraces not only ail the beauty of a fine
steel engraving but enr ches and Intensifies the affect by comblning anumber o! other toues and tinta3 s0
as give the inest resuit yet attaned by any known rocesa. Aa noted critl hassa of h.you may
gaze at this picture a hundred times a day and each time see some new beauty to please you, ant msome
tînexpecte4 point of strength to excite your admiration, . -

A copy of the above superb engraving will be given, as a premium, to every new sub-
scriber to Grip for a year at $2, cash. Further, we will give a copy of the picture, post-paid,
to any of our present subscribers for GriP or EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL who send us a new
name for Grip with the cash, $2. Non-subscribers may secure a copy of this engravin
post-paid, for the sum of $i, cash.

THE ORLY APPLIANCES
HAVING

ABSORBENT QUALITIES.
A KEW LEASE OF LIFE-CURED WITHOUT MEDICINE.

All diseases are cured by our Medicated Electric Belts and Appliances. On the
principle that electricity is life, jur appliances are brought directly into contact with
the diseased part. They act as perfect absorbents, by destroying the germa of disease and
removing all impurities from the body. Diseases are successfully treated by correspond-
ence, as our goods can be applied at home.

READ OUR HOME REFERENCES:
Henry Conway, 44 Centre Street, cured of intermittent fever in ten days; one

year's standing; used Actina and Belt. Mrs. S. M. Whitenead, 578 Jarvis Street, a
sufferer for years, could not be induced to part with our Electric Belt. Mr. J. Fuller,44J Centre Street, coughed eighteen months, cured in two treatments by Actina.
J. McQuaig, grain merchant, cured of rheumatism in the shourders after all others failed.
Jas. Weeks, Parkdale, sciatica and lame back, cured in fifteen days. Wm. Nelles,
Thessalon, curei of lame back, pain in breast and dyspepsia, after being laid up all winter.
D. K. Mason, 11 King West, cured of catarrhal stomach, by Actina. Edwin Gale,
Glencoe, cured of lame back in ten days; belt ordered by his physician. Mrs. O. M.
Tylet, 273 Berkeley Street, cured of nervous prostration. D. K. Bell, 135 Simcoe
Street, cured of one year's sleeplessness in three days by wearing Lung Shield and uing
Actina. L. B. MoKay, Queen Street, tobacconist, cured of headache after years of
suffering. Miss Annie Wray, Manning Avenue, music teacher, finds Actina invalu-
able. Mr. Green, Thessalon, cured of pain in the back and kidneys, said to be Bright'sdisease. E. Riggs, 220 Adelaide west, cured of catarrh by Actina. G. S. Pardee,
51 Beverley Street, cured of lame back after al medicines failed, Miss Della Clayton,Toronto, cured of paralysis after being in the hospital nine months. Mrs. Andrews,
Thessalon, cured of rheumatism and hip disease; could not walk without a cane. John
Thompson, 109 Adelaide west, cured of a tumor in the eye in two weeks by Actina.
Miss E. M. Forsyth, 18 Brant Street, reports a lump drawn from her hand, 12 years
standing. Mrs. Hatt, 342 St. Clarence Avenue, Toronto, cured of BLoOD PoIsoN.

"Your Belt and Suspensory have cured me of impotency," writes G. A.
"I would not be without your Belt and Suspensory for
$50," writes J. McG. "For general debility your Belt
and Suspensory are cheap at any price," says S. M. C.
These letters are on file. Mr. McClinchy, Thessalon,
cured of rheumatism in back and legs; very bad case;
laid up a long time. Many more such testimonials on
file.

Catarrh Impossible Under the Inftuence of Actina.
Actina will cure all diseases of the eye. The eye treated
while closed.
Actina specially prepared fDr the throat and lung.

&nd for Illustrated Book and Journal FREE. Name this paper.
COMPARE OUR GOODS IN PRICES TO ANY OTHERS.

W W ~LEI~, & CO.
155 QUEEN STREET WEST, TORONTO.
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LUMSDEN & WILSON'S
REVISED PRICE LIST.

Footballs and Football Goods.
We aim at giving the best ball for the price. We buy the best

mîke af the best maker in the world, and for genuine good wearing
balls and perfect shape they are unequalled, The following are our
prices.

F00TBALLS COMPLETE
(McKechine's Covers with McIntosh's Stamped Rubbers.)

No. I -Circumference, 20 inches, Price, $1 50.
No 2- " 22 " 1.75.
No. 3- " 24 " 2.00.
No 4- 26 " 2.40
No 5-Association size 28 " " 2.75
No 5- " " Buttonlessball" 2.75.

SPECIAL "BLACK BUTTON END" BALL.
(The Well-known Queen's Park Favorite.)

Used with utmost satisfaction in the following important matches
last season :-Final Cup Tie, Renton vs Cambus!ang, played 4 th of
February ; International, Scotland vs. Wales,played roth ofMarch;
International. England vs. Scotland, 17 th of March ; Charity Cup,
Renton vs. Cambuslang, 1ath of May; Chanpionship of the World,
Renton vs. West Bromwick, 1gth of May.

The above is sufficient to show how this hall is appreciated by the
masters c f the game and is sufficient guarantee of its quality and
durability.

"THE PERFECTION CHROME."
This is the latest and most expensive Ball made, and this is what

Mr. John McDowall, Secretary of the Scottish FootbaM Association
says:-" Have used the ' Perfection' Football in the Final Cup Tie,
Dumbarton vs. Hibernians, and International match, Scotland vs.
Ireland, atid find it embodies ail that its rame denotes, simply
Per ection.' "

oM 3 50 A-oM,
Govers Only, McKechine's Best Make-No. t, $i no, No. 2

$1.rs, No. 3, $r.3o, No. 4, $z.6o, No. 5, $1.85. Special Black End,
$2.35. Perfection Chrome, $2.6o.

Rubbers OnIy, Melntosh's Stamped-No. t, 6oc., NO. 2,
70c., No. 3, 8oc., No. 4, çoc., No. 5, $r.oo.

Inflaters'Rubber Bulb, 75c. each; Inflaters, brass with piston,
$r.5o each Rubber Cement (for punctures only), 25c. per tin.
Shin Guards, best two buckle cane and leather, 75c. each.

With each cmplete Ball we send free a copy of " Football and
How to Play it Successfally," by A. Kicker, cor.t ining rules and
valuable hints to players. On receipt of price any article in above
list will be mailed I ee to any Post Office in Canada or United States.
Send money by P.O. Order or Registered Letter to

LUMSDEN & WILSON,
Importers Football Goods, etc.

SEAFORTH ONT.

ELOCUTION.
MISS JESSIE ALEXA]iDER, B.E.

T E. CHER A ND PUBLIC BREA DER,

May be Engaged for CONCERTS, etc. 6o Brurswick Ave., Toronto.

THE HIGH SCHOOL

DRAWINCCOURSE
Authorized by the Minister of Education

The Course is now complete:

No. i-FREEHAND,

No. 2-PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

No. 3--LINEAR PERSPECTIVE,

No. 4 -OBJECT DRAWING,
No. 5-INDUSTRIAL DESIGN.

These books are ail uniform in size and style, and constitute a
complete uniform series. The same plan is followed through them
all-the Text, the Problems, and opposite the Problems, in each
case, the Exercises based upon them. The illustration is upon the
same page with its own matter, and with the exercise, in every case,
ts a space for the students work. Each copy, therefore, is a com-
plete Text-book on its subject, and a Drawng Book as well, the
paper on which the books are printed being first-class drawing paper.
The student using these books, therefore, is not obliged to purchase
and take care of a drawing book als. Moreover, Nos. 1, 4 and 5
are the only books on their subjects authorized by the Department.
Therefore, if the student buys the full series, he will have a uniform,
and not a mixed series, covering the whole subjects of the exami-
nations, and edited by Mr. Arthur J. Reading, one of the best
authorities in these subjects in this country, and recently Master in
the School of Art.

gW Each book is in the direct line of the curriculum, and is
authorized.

The examinations in High School Drawiug will be set from the
authorized books.

"PIJBLIC SCHOOL
TEMPPERANCE."

The attention of teachers is respectfully called to this
new work, designed for use in the public schools. It is
placed on the programme of studies under the new regu-
lations, and is authorized by the Minister. It will be
used in three forms. The object of the book is to impart
to our youth information concerning the properties and
effects of alcohol, with a view to impressing them with
the.danger and the needlessness of ils use.

The author of the work is the celebrated Dr. Richard-
son, of England ; and this book, though somewhat less
bulky, being printed in snialler type, contains the whole
of the matter of the English edition, slightly rearranged
as to some of the chapters, to suit the requirements of
our public school work. Il is, however, but half the
price of the English edition.

The subject is treated in a strictly scientific manner,
the celebrated author, than whom there is no better au-
thority on this subject, using the researches of a lifetime
in setting forth the facts of which the book discourses.
At the same time the style is exceedingly simple; the
lessons are short and accompanied by appropriate ques-
tions, and the languerge is adapted to the comprehension
of all who may be required to use the book. Price 25
cents, at all bookstores.

The Grip Printing and Publishing Co.
PUBLISHERS, TORONTO.

W. STAHLSCHMIDT & CO.
PRESTON, ONTARIO,

Manufacturers of Office, School, Church and Lodge Furniture

THE "MARVEL" SCHOOL DESK,
PATEsNTED JANUARY t4TH, 1886.

Send for Circulars and Price Lists. Name this paper. See
our Exhibit at the Toronto Industrial Exhibition.

TORONTO REPRESENTATIvR

Geo. F. Bostwick, - - 56 King Street West.

EACHERS AND STUDENTS may have all their book wantspromptly attended to, either in the new or used line, and at
reasonable terms, by addressing

Frank Porter, 353 Yonge St.
(SUCCESSOR TO DAVID BOYLE.)

Books to any part of the Dominin, for Inspectors, Teachers
and Students, mailed or expressed daily.

Advertiser, three years in London Technical College, experienced
teacher, excellent testimonials and references, married, desires
appoimtment. Subjects-science, technology, drawing, workshopand ordinary subjects. Address, Southern, 2 Heworth Green,i ork, England.

W A N T E D.- To reoresent us in every town and township inCanada in the sale of "The Manual of Biblical Geo-
graphy," (by Rev. J. L. Hurlbut, D.D., associate editor Intern..
tonai Sunday School Commentary.) For the use of clergymen,teachers and members of Bible cla.ses and Sunday schoos, etc.
Contains over fi'ty finely engraved colored maps, chars, etc , which
are indispensable to a knowledge of Bible history. Now being
introduced mto Canada; large sales made in every distr'ct. Active
solicitors wanted-experience nit necessary. Terms liberal. Fordescriptive circular, etc., write to Inte:national Publishing Com-
pany, Toronto.

E R',RKER, late Prin:ipal of Shorthand Institute of the
Canadian Business University. bas opened a Shorthand

School connected with Typewriting Department under Mr. George
Bengough, Agent for Remington Typewriter, at 47 King Street
East, Toronto. Teachers, please apply fcr circulars.

T0 
TEACHERS AND PUBLIC SPEAKERS.-THE PRE-

servation of the natural teeth is indispensible to a perfect
art*culation. If your teeth are decayed have them capped and
crowned by the Land system. 'I his process is new, beautiful and
durable. No extracting ; no long, tedious operations ; no pain.All operatio s known ta modern dentistry skillfully done at verysmall fees.-CHAs. P. LENNOX, Room B, Arcade, Yonge street,Toronto.

Toro4to
• olledeThorough instruct.

ion in ever branch
t Music, a. of M s.strumntat and The ti M sic,oretical. by ecept-

teaatly i-eS qalifie and Orchestral andtearhers. tre~ r Shnmanual Pipe Organn Schoo
and capacious Music Hai. Students of Orchestral Instruments
have the special adv antiage of practical experience ni an orchestraof sixty performers, Vocal Students take part in a large chnrus,gainag experience m Oratorio aid clasica works, All corsesthroughly practicat, nwhether for professional or amateur stodents.
Ail Studlents participate FREE n concerts and lectures on har-

ony, acousîcs and ail other subjects necessary ta a proper onu-
sirat eduaron. rERM'.: Class or prîara tnitier, $5 to $30.F. H. Torringt.on, tirector, 1a-14 Pembroke St.. TRONTD

SUI CS I pub'ish the Largest and Best Collec-
tion of Part Songs, suitable for all

purposes, in Canada. Catalogues of over 700 part soigs
for two, three and four voices, post free. Also catalogues
of all kinds of Music, Most liberal terms to teachers.

EDWIN ASHDOWN,
8.9 Yonge Street, - Toronto,

And London, England.

VANNErVAR & co.
B OOKSELLER S AND STA ATIONIIR S.

Dealers in the books required by TEACHERS :-The Text Books required far TRAINING INSTITUTES, COLLEGESand HIGH SCHOOLS, and for PUBLIC and PRIVATE SCHOOLS.
Save time, save worry, save disappointment, save money by sending your orders direct to us.

VANNEVAR & CO., 440 YONGE ST., opp. CARLTON ST., TORONTO.

WHERE AND HOW TO GET YOUR

STANDARD DICTIONARY
The Regulations of the Education Department (approved August 25, 1885), No. 23 ( f), read

as follows :
"Every School should have, at least, a Standard Dictionary and a Gazetteer."

We make Teacl4ers and Boards of Trustees t7e followigg offers
Concise ImperiaZ, best binding,
Webster's Uncabridged,fZZll boiznd,
Lippincott's Gazetteer,full bound, -

- $5,50
11.50

- 11.50
Together with one year's subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL in every case

The Grip Printing and Publishing Co, THE GRIP PRINTING & PUBLISHING 00.
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PUBLISHERS, TORONTO. 26 & 28 FRONT STREET WEST, TORONTO
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SPECIAL LIST OF REMAINDERS.
As in many cases only Single Copies of the following books are in stock, early orders should be placed.

Regular Offered
RECITERS. Pric a

The Canadian Speaker and Elocutionary Reader. Coin-
prising a collection of orations, dialogues and poetry,
suitable for schools and colleges, recitations, public and
social readings, with introductory remarks on the prin-
ciples of elocution. Edited and compiled by Edward
Hartiley Dewart ..................... .............. $ 30 15

Holiday Entertainments. Containing short dramas, dia-
logues. tableaux, stories, recitations, etc., in all of
which are introduced many novel features, thus giving
the spice and sparkle so desirable for holiday occasions 30 15

Choice bialect and other Characterizations. For read-
ingsandrecitations. CompiledbyCeas.C.Shoemaker 30 15

Choice Humor. For readings and recitations .......... 30 :5
Canadian Humorous Reciter. A collection of the best

Ainerican, Scotch and Irish dialogues, readings and
recitations for school exhibitions, social gatherings and
literary entertainmnents. Edited by James L. Hughes,
Es I., Inspector Public Schools, Toronto ............ 30 2.

Dick's Dutch, French and Yankee Dialect Recitations.
A collection of droll Dutch blunders, Frenchmen's
f.snny miitakes, and ludicrous and extravagant Yankee
funseach recitatin being ln ils owt peculiar dialect.

dited by William B. Dick........................ 30 20

Canadian Prohibition Reciter. A collection of new
dialogues, readings and recitations for temperance
orgauizations, etc. By J. Laughlin Hughes.......... 30 10

The Victoria Reciter. Edited by Alfred H. Miles...... 20 10

The Shakespeare Reciter. Edited by Alfred H. Miles. 20 1Io

The English Reciter. Edited by Alfred H. Miles...... 20 10

NOVELS.
lhe following are Novels of wchieh Single Copies

Only are in Stock. Ordern shoald be placed at once.
The Autobiography of a Slander. By Edna Lyall,

author of " Donovan," "We 'Iwo," etc..............
Katharine Regina. By Walter Besant, author of " All

Sorts and Conditions of Men," etc. .................. 35
The Dusantes. A Sequel to "The Casting Away ofMrs.

Lex and Mrs. Aleshine," by Frank R. Stockton, author
of "Rudder Grange," etc. ...................... 35

Gabriel Allen, M.P. By G. A. Henty. author of " All
but Lost," " A Searca for a Secret,'" The March to
M agdala," etc............... ...................... 35

Frim Log Cabin to White House. Life of James A.
Garfield, President of the United States. By William
M. Thayer, author of " Tact, Push and Principle," etc. 20

John Wiclif. Patriot and Reformer-Life and Writings.
By Rudolf Buddensieg. i9 th edition................ 35

The Wedding Ring. A serieaofsermons on the relations
of married life. By DeWitt Talmage, D. 1). ........ .5

Lite of the Emperor William of Germany. Edited by
H. W. Duecken, Ph.D............................. 35

Speeches of Henry Ward Beecher on the American
Rebellion, delivered in Great Britain in 1863. Revised
and now first published in America .................. 50

John Bull's Army, from a French Point of View. By
H ector France...................................... 35

Tae King of Beggars. The life and adventures of Geo.
Atkins Brine. A truc story of vagrant life .......... 35

Goether Faust. Translated froin the German by John
Aucher, LL.D. Part IL., with an irtroduction by
Henry M orley ...................................... 25

The Habits of Good Sxciety. A handbook for ladies and
gentlemen, with thoughts, hints and anecdotes con-
cernng social observances, nice points of taste and
gond manners, and the art of making oneselfagreeable,
the whole i terspered with humotous illustrations and
sial predicaments ................................ 25

The Diary of an Idle Woman in Sicily. By Francis
Elliot, author of " Pictures from Old Rome," etc. .... si

James Hepburn-Free Church Minister. By Sophie F.
F. Veitch, author of " Angus Graeme, tGamekeeper.' 56

The Emperor's Diary of the Austro-German War, 1866,
and the Franco-German War, 1870-71, to which is added
Prince Bismarck's Rejoinder. Edited by Henry W.
Lucy ............................................ 35

The Queen-Her Early Life and Reign. By L. Valen.
tine. With roc illustrations ............ ........--. 35

Digger Dick's Darlirg and Other Tales. By Mrs. A.
Blit.............. .............. ................ 35

The Myssery of Mirbridge. A novel by James Paya,
author of " The Canon's Ward," " Heir of the Ages. 50

RELIGIO US BOOKS.
The Temperance Lesson Book. A series of short lessons

on alcoiol and its action on the body, designed for
reading in schools and familles. By B. W. Richard-
son. M.A., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S. ................... 50

The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life. By H.W.S.
Twentv-eigt thousand ........... .... - * -30

The aIs Training of Cisildren. B m mn
M alleson .................................. ..... 35Wesley and Whitfield. The two great evangelists of the
last century. Their lives, their work and their times 35

The Freedon of Faith. By Theodore T. Munger . 25
On the Threshold. By Theodore T. Mgnger .... 25
The Bible Hand-book. An introduction to the stud of

Sacred Scripture. By Joseph Angus, M.A., D.D .... 25

Regelr Offered
ice at

The Religions of the Wor!d. Authentic account of the
various faiths and creeds. By members of each de-
nomination .................................... $1 25 75

Daily Bible Illustrations. By John Kitto, D.D., F.S.A.
New edition, revised and enlarged by J. L. Porter,
D.D., LL.D .................................... 1 75 1 oo

The Personality and History of Satan. By R. B own. .1 40 75
A Popular Introduction to the Pentateuch. By the Rev.

R. Wheler Bush, M.A............................... 90 0
Sketch of the Life of C. H. Spurgeon. With 13 por.

traits and engravinags.............................. 07 04
Outlines of Early Church History. Ante-Nicene period.

By Rev. H. W. Smith, D.D.........................i 00 50
Plans of Sermons. By the author of Helps for the

Ptlpit.. .... ................. .................... 50 25
The Standard Bible Readers. For Sunday Schools and

families. By J. S. Laurie .......................... 35 20
The Scripture Club of Valley Rest; or, sketches of

everybody's neighbors By JohHabberton, author of
"Helen's Babies."................................. 35 20

Life More Abondant, and other addresses. By Theodore
Monod, author of the Gift of God, etc............... 35 15

COOKER Y BOOKS, Etc.
Soyer's Standard Cookery for the Public. Embracing an

entirely new system of plain cookery and domestic
economy. By Alexis Soyer, author of The M ode, n
Housewife ....................................... 30 15

Souillard's Book of Practical Receipts. For the use of
familles, druggists, perfumers, confectioners, etc. By
F. A. Souillard, practical chemist................... 30 15

The Golden Receipt Book ; or, information for all classes
of persons, and indispensable especially for the sick.
By the celebrated A. W. Chase, M.D..... .......... 50 25

How to Stew, Hash and Curry Cold Meat and Fish in
a hundred different ways. By Georgiana Hill, author
of The Cook's Own Book . ...... ................. .. o 10

The American Housewife and Kitchen Directory. Con
taining the most valuable and original receipts in all the
various branches of cookery, together with a collection
of miscellaneDus receipts and directi>ns relative to
housewifery ........................................ 3 15

d G PARLOR GAMES.
Fireside Games for Winter Evening Amusement. Con.

taining an explanation of the m -st entertaining games
15 for social gatherings, pic nics and parties. Illustrated

with numerous engravigs ......................... 30
Parlor Tableaux ; or, animated pictures for the use of

families and public exhibition. By Tony Denier.... 25
10 How Gamblers Win ; or, the secrets.of advanced playing

exposed, together with a brief analysis of legitimate
15 play. By a retired professional...... ............... 30

The Card-player. Comprising concise directions for
15 playing cribbage. ecarte, piquet, all-four, quadrille.

and all the best round games. By G. F. Bardon. 35
Draw Poker and Spoil Five. Illustrated .............. 20

15 The Game of Draw Poker. By John Keller. Including
rules for the new game of progressive poker... ...... 5o

Dick's Game of Patience; or, Solitaire with cards. New
25 edition, revised and enlarged, containing 64 games

Illustrated. Paper ................................ 75
Clotis...................... .. ....... î on

15 Dick's Hand-book of Cribbage. By W. B. Dick . . 4
How to Play Whist. Containing primary rules for15 beginning, and laws of the game, together with explan-

ations and directions for old players.................. 15

15 MISCELLANEO US.
Tie Natural History of the Gent. By Albert Smith.

Illustrated ..................................... 35The Natural H istory of the Flirt. By Albert Smith ... 35The Natural History of Evening Parties. By A. Smith. 35Beeton's Complete Lett-r-Writter for Ladies............ 20
15 The Imperial Letter-Writer. Embodying letters on the

simplest matters of life for the use of ladies and gentle.
15 men. and a series of modern and practical letters of

business trade circulars, forms, etc. Selected from
actual mercantile correspondence, with applications for25 situations. etc........ .............................. 90

Stops; or, How to Punctuate. Practical handbook for
wtiters and students. By Paul Allardyce ............ 35Relation of the Tariff to Wages. A simple catechism for

20 those who desire to understand this matter. By D. A.
W ells .............................................. 2o

20 The Etiquette of Courtship and Marriage. With
colored plates .................................... 20

The " Krank "-.-His Language and What it Means. By
15 Thomas W. Lawson . ............................. 25

The Rea-imgs of Charles Dickens. As arranged and
25 read by himself. With illustrations.................. 20

The Persian Chief. Illustrative of the manners and
customs of ancient Persia.......... ................ 20

Golden Gleanings from the Thoughts of General Gordon 20
Suggestive Thoughts for Meditative Minds. From

sources ancient and modern......................... 20
25 Golden Sands from the German Ocean of Thongh t..... 20

Sayings of too Great Men in Prai e of Bocks .......... 20
15 Five Hundred and Fifty Songs. Popular, standard and

copyright, by tie best iuthors and composers Edited
15 T y Alfred H. Miles.... ...... ..... ....... .... .. 20

Tse Philosophy of Style. By Herbert Spen er, to which
15 is added, Tie Mother Tongue, by Alexander Bain,
75 LI .D., i0 the Humboldt Librarv .................... 15
75 The Queen's Resolve--" I Will be Good." With ryal

o anecdotes and incidents. A Jubilee memorial by Rev.
Charles Bullcck, B.D . ............................. 2e

The Bible and the sunday School.

By Rev. Richard Newto', D.D., Rev. Lyman Abbott, D.D.,
James Hughes, Esq., Rev. F A. O'Meara, D.D., P. P. Bliss, Miss
Frances E. Willard, Rev. A. H. Munro, Rev. J. L. Hurlbut, J. E.
Searles. jr.. Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, M C. Hazard, Esq., Rev.
John H. Castle, D.D., Rev. J. E. Latimer, D.D., A. O. Vanlen-
nep, Esq., Rev. H. M. Parsons, D.D., Rev. F. H. Marling, Miss
M. E. Wins'ow, Rev. E. O. Haven, D.D., Rev. C. H. Payne,
D.D., Rev. W. F. Crafts. Rev. S. L. Gracey, Mrs. W. F. Crafts,
Rev. B. P. Raymond, Miss Jenny R. Merrill. C. M. Morton, Esq.,
Rev. H. W. Warren, D.D., Rev. D. Marvin, jr., Hon. A. D.
Shaw. Edited by Rev. W. F. Crafts.

CONTENTS.

I.-The Bible, the Word of God. PGE.

2. Science confirming the Scriptures........................ r
2. The Bible's Divine Character shown in its History ........ 6

Il.--The Bible and its Students.
i. Structure and Arrangement of the Bible.................. 7
2. Manners and Customs of Bible Times.................... 22
3. Geography of the Bible.................................. 12

4. Revision of the Bible ............................... .. 13
5. Principles of Interpretation........... ............. .. . 15
6. Reasons for Bible Reading. Methods of Bible Xeat":

Comprehensive Bible Reading ......... .............. 17
7. Topical Bible Reading ............. .................... 24
8. Bagster's Scripture Index............... ................ 26
9. "Bible Readings " in their various uses .. ................ 32

io. Bible Marking................... ..................... 41
i1 Personal Study of the Lesson............................ 44

12. Adults as Bible Students in the Sunday School ...... ...... 45
13. Further Hints on How to Study the Bible ................ 47
14. Bill of Fare from the Bible ............................. 48

II.-The Bible and its Teachers.
i. Hints on the Public Use of the Bible ..................- 52
2. 1 he Pastor's Relation to the Sunday School .............. 53
3. Using the Bible with Enquirers ......................... 54
4. " How can we get rid of incompetent Teachers ? " ........ 5

6
5. Three Requisites in Religious Teiching .......... ....... 57
6. Conditions of Teaching with Pom er ...................... 58
7. Normal Class Training for Teachers...................... 61
8. Qualities and Training of Primary Teachers.............. 62,
9. Attention, Discipline and Quest.onng................... 63

io. Illustrative Teacising................ .................. 64
1l. Importance and Method of Public Reviews ....... ...... 67
12. What the Sunday School Teacher may Learn from Secular

Schools...........................................70
13. A Study of Christ as tie Model Teacer .................. 86
14. Spiritual Work in the Sunday School .................... 89
15. The Sunday School Teacher's Decalogue........... ..... go
16. Chart for Preachers and Teachers .............. ......... 91

IV.-The Bible and Childhood.
5 1. The Bible Estimate of Childhood .................... 92

2. "How shall we Manage Unruly Boys in tie Sunday
Schools ?".........................................97

. " How can we get Pupils to Study their Lessons at Home?" 98
4. How can a more general Attendarce of Children at

5 Preaching be Secured? . ............................. 100
5. Preaching to Children ....................... .......... 1o
6. The Lesson of the Primary Class ......................... 103
7. Conversion of Cisildren................................ 107

5 Culture cf Converted Childen ............... .......... 0
9. Home Christian Culture ................ ............... 112

1o. The Sunday School and the Home ...................... 114

V.-The Bible and Sunday School Appliances.
7 z. The Naa'e of the Sunday School ........................ 120

2. Sonday Sciool Rooms and Library Plan ................ 121

3. Constitution...... ............................. ...... 121

4. Programme ................. ............. ......... 22

o 5. Financial Sy'stem and Culture of Benevolence ............ 123

o 6. Music for General School and for Primary Class .......... 125
o 7. Sunday Sch:>ol Concerts ............................... 126
o 8. Printing Press Helps in Sunday School Work ............ 127

9. Orgarization of Primar Class ......................... 34
10. Tise Value and Use of Sociables ......................... 135
i1. An Ancient Religious Convention ........... ........ ,.. 135

VI.-The Bible and the World.
o 1. The Bible and the Public Schoo's ........................ 147

2. Christian Temperance Work ............... . ........... 150
o 3 The Bible and Universal Brotherhood .................... 151

Appendix.
o Thou and'Island Park and the Sunday School Parliament.... 153

o The lecture outlines in this little volume are epitomes ofaddresses
and conversations given ait the Sunday School Parliament, Rev.

0 W. F. Crafts, Conductor, on Wellesley Island, one of the fainous
" Thousand Island'," in the St. Lawrence River.

1 It is thought that in the present form of "Outlines the points
made will be more pernanently and widely 'useful as a basins for

l study i0 teachers' meeings, normal classes and institutes, as well as
Iofor private reading, than in the usual form of a consecutive and

detailed "report." Parents, pastors, Bible students and Sunday
1 school workers will find in these outlines many valuable hints and

,o suggestions, which may be further developed by thousght and
experience. Methods of Bible study will be found to have equal
prominence with nrethods of Sunday school work.

Regu'ar Price, 50 cents. Offered at 25 cents.

Ki kland and Scott's Examination Papers. Suitable for inter-
mediate examinations. Reprinted frcm Gage's School Examiner

10 and Student's Assistant for 1i88. Ccmpiled bv Thomas Kirkland,
M.A., Science Master, Normal School, and Wiliam Scott, B.A.,
Head Master, Provincial Model School. Price 5o cents. Hints

io and Answers to the above, 50 cents.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Wholesale Booksellers and Stationers, Toronto.
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NEW, HELPFUL BOOK FOR P. S. TEACHERS.

FIRST YEAR AT SCHOOL;
,A Maýua1 for Primary Teachers,

Ry S. B. SINCLAIR, Ph.B•
Principal Hamilton Model Training School, formerly

Math. Niaster Ridgetown Coll. Inst.

A Most Thorough and Philosophical Elaboration of
PHONICS, GRUBE ARITHMETIC,

LANGUAGE LESSONS, BUSY WORK, AND BLENDING OF
KINDERGARTEN WITH P. S. WORK.

Illustrated with Twenty-Five Type Lessons and
Numerous Diagrams.

Published by WARWICK & SONS, Toronto. Price 50c.

Mr. Sinclair holds a Firat-Class Non-Professional
Certificate, Grade "A ; took First-Class Honors in
Mathematics and Mental Science in Victoria University ;
bas had a thorough training in the Normal Schools of
Toronto, Oswego and Cook Co. (Ill.), and an extended,
practical experience in the supervision of Primary Grades
in Public Schools.

"I consider Mr. Sinclair qualified in an eminent degree for thewoirk in whicb bie is engaged, ot only by reason of bis moral worth
and sciolastit attainments, but by hi, natural aptitude for tesching.
-GEo. DIcKSON, M.A., Principal U.C. College.

"I always found Mr. Sinclair thoughtful lu hi. work. He pos-
sesses in a rs-eminent degree the ability to impart information toothers."-P S. CAMPBELL, B.A., Principal Colîrgiate institute,
Hamilton.

BALDWIN'S SCHOOL MANAGEMENT.
Canadian Edition, 75 Cents.

PHYSICAL CULTURE.
50 Cents.

WARWICK & SONS, Toronto.

The Meisterschaft School of Languages,
69 Queen Street East, Toronto.

French, German, Spanish, Italian. Conversational
- Knowledge in Ten Weeks.

Experienced native teachers. Send or call for Circular.
Address communications to CHAs. T. PAUL.

Education Department, Ontario.

ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS
TO

HIGH SCHOOLS AND COLLEGIATE INSTITUTES.
THE Entrance Examination to High Schools and

Collegiate Institutes will be held on JulY 4, 5 and 6,
and December 19, 20 and 21, 1889.

The followng is the limit of studies in the various
subjects :-

Reading.-A general knowledge of the elements of vocal expres-
sion, with special re erence to.emphasis, inflexion and pause. The
readimg, wlh proper expression, of any selection in the Reader
authorIzed for Fourth Book classes. The pupil should be taught to
read inrelligently as well as intelligibly.

Literature.-The pupil should be taught to give for words or
phrases meanings which may, be substituted therefor without im-
pairing the sense of the passage ; to illustrate and show the appro-
priateness .of important words or phrases ; to distinguish between
synonyms common use; to paraphrase difficult passages, so as to
show the meang clearly ; to show the connection of the thoughts
in any selected passage ; to explain allusions ; to write explanatory
or descriptive notes on proper or other names; to show that he bas
studied t e lessons thoughtiully, by being able to give an intelligent
opinion on any subject treated of therein that comes within the
range of his experience or comprehension; and especially to show
that he has entered into the spirit of the passage by being able to
read it with proper expression. He should be required to memorize
passages of special beauty from the selections prescribed, and to
reproducein bis own words the substance of any of these selections,
or of any part thereof. He should also obtain some knowledge of
the authors from whose works these selections have been made.

Examination papers will be set in Literature on pas-
sages from the following lessons in the authorized Fourth
Reader :-

JULY, 1889.
i. Clouda, Rains, and Rivera..................PP 54 5
2. The Death of the Flowers................. ---.- 67- 68
3. From " The Deserted Village. .............. 80- 83
4. The Batile of Bannockburn ............ ...... go
S. Flow Gently, Sweet Afton ... .......... 98CS'42··

The Best Books for ailkinds of Entertainments and Exhibitions
THE ELOCUTIONIST'S ANNUAL. - Sixteen numbers.

"The best series of speakers published." No one should be
without ail the numbers. Paper binding, each 30 cents. Cloth,
50 cents.

BEST TRINGS FROM BEST AUTHORS.-Five vol-
umes. Each volume contains three numbers of The Elocution.
is/s Annual, in the order of their issue. Cloth, each $1-50.Full set, five volumes i0 a box, $500.

CHILD'S OWN SPEAKER.-For children of five years.
Paper bindng, 15 cents. Boards, 25 cents.

LIITLE PEOPLES SPEAKER.-For children of ten
years. Paper binding, 15 cents. Boards, 25 cents.

YOUNG FOLKS RECITATIONS. Nos. 1 and 2.-For children of fifteen years. Paper binding, each 15 cents.
Boards, 25 cents.

LITTLE PEOPLES DIALOGUES.-For children of ten
years. New and origimal. Everything bright and fresh. Paper
binding, 25 cents. Boards, 40 cents.

YOUNG FOLKS' DIALOGUES-For children of fifteenyears. Everything written especially for tbis book. Paper
binding, 25 cents. Boards, 40 cents.

YOUNG FOLES' ENTERTAINMENTS.-Contains Mo-
tion Songs, Concert Pieces, Charades, Pantomimes, Tambourine
and Fan Drills. Tableaux, etc. Paper binding, 25 cents. Boards,
40 cents.

CHOICE HUMOR.-For reading and recitation. The latest
and best book of isumor published. Paper binding, 30 cents.Boards, 5o cents.

CHOICE DIALECT.-For ieading' and recitation. Irish,
Scotch, French, German, Negro, etc. Covers a broad range ofsentiment. Paper binding, 30 cents. Boards, so cents.

CHOICE DIALOGUES.-Everything specially written for this
book by a corps of able w, iters. Suited to ail occasions. Paper
binding, 30 cents. Boards, 5o cents.

CLASSIC DIALOGUES AND DRAMAS.-Selected fromthe works of the best dramatists. Paper binding, 30 cents.
Boards, 5o cents.

HUMOROUS DIALOGUES AND DRAMAS.-Replete
in the most amusing characters and laughable situations. Paperbinding, 30 cents. Boards, 50 cents.

READING AS A FINE ART.-By Earnest Legouve.
Translated from the ninth edition by Abby Langdon Alger.Invaluable to every Teacher, Public Reader and Speaker. Cloth
binding, 5o cents.

ELOCUTIONARY CHARTS,
1. OUTLINE oF ELOCUTION. A large wall chart, 6o x 72 inches,
handsomely mounted. The arrangement of this chart is striking
and suggestive, and presents a clear and practical analysis of the
whole subject. $s.ou.
2. TABLE OF VOCAL ExERCisEs. A small wa'i chart, 32x44inches, handsomely mounted. The distinctive aims of this chart
are to secure purity, power, flexibility and character of toue.

SUNDAY SCHOOL AND CHURCH ENTERTAIN.
MENTS.-Responsive Exercises, Dramatized Bible Stories
Dialogues, Recitations, etc., ail based upon or illustrating some
Biblical truths. Paper bînding, 30 cents. Boards, 5o cents.

HOW TO BECOME A PUBLIC SPEAKER.-By WmPittenger. Shows in a simple and concise way how any perso.
of ordinary perseverance and good common sense may become n
ready and effective public speaker. Paper binding, 30 centsaBoards 5o cents.

PRACTICAL ELOCUTION.-Enlarged to contain one hun-
dred pages of the choicest selections, adapted to class-room drillor for reading and recitation. Cloth bindng, $1.25.

EKTEMPORE SPEECH. - Every public speaker would like
to speak extemporaneously if he could learn how to do so. This
book tells how to do it. Cloth binding, $125.

ORATORY.-By Rev. Henry Ward Beecher. A masterly ora-tion by one of our first orators. Cloth, 40 cents

WITE SUNLIGHT OF POTENT WORDS.-By Rev.
John S. McIntosh, D.D. A scholarly and eloquent oration onthe characteristics of effective public delivery Limp Cloth, 25cents.,5

Above books for sale by aIl booksellers and newsdealers, or mailed upon receipt of price to any part of the United States or Canada.

THE NATIONAL SCHOOL OF ELOCUTION AND ORATORY,
Publication Depariment, N 14A S •CHARLES C. SHOEMAKER, Manager. No. 1124 Arch t. Philadelphia, Pa.

W Provident Life and Livé Stock Association,
CHIEF O liCE :-

WI-LL..].. JO]WEIS,

6. Resignation .............· ·. · · · .·· .··········pp. r5-îo6
7. Lead, Kindly Light..... ·.......... ....... . 1458. Dora .......................................... 37- 142
9. Scene from " Ivanhoe.".-.-................." 16

ro. She was a Phantom of Delight................." 8
8

ii. Tise Heritage................................. 22--2 312. Song of the River................................" 221
13. Landing of the Pilgrims ...................... 229-230
14. Edinburh after Flodden. ...................... "277--28
15. National Morality............. .............. 295-297

DECEMBER, 1889.
i. Clouds, Rains and Rivers.....................pp. 54- 59
2. The Death of the Flowers ...................... .. 67- 68
3. Flow Gently, Sweet Afton ...................... . .98
4. Resignation ......................... .......... 105- 106
5. Lead, Kindly Light .. ........................ . 1456. Dora ....... ............... .................. . 37-142
7. The Heroes of the Long Sault .................. " 155-16i
8. Lochinvar ........... ........................... . 69-170
9. A Christmas Carol ........ ............ ........ " 207-211

1o. The Heritage ..-- .--.......................... 212- 213II. Song of the River ............................. ".. 2112. Landing of the Pilgrims ......................... 229-230
13. Edinburgh after Flodden ............. ........ ... 277-281
14. National Morality ........................ ...... 295-297
S5. The Forsaken Merman ............ ........... 298-302

At each exa.nination candidates should be able to quote any part
of the selections especially'prescribed for memoizamion, as well as
passages of special beauty from tie prescribel literaure selections.
They will be expectedto 0have memorized ail of thse follow.ng
select:ons:-
i. Tie Short Extracts...................(List given oifpage 8.)
2. I1 Find a Way or Make It.................. .pp. 22
3. The Bells of Shandon.. .............-......... 51- 52
4. To Mary in Heaven ........................... 97- 985 Ring Out Wild Bells........................... . 121-122
6. Lady Clare.................................." 128-130
7. Lead, Kindly Ligbt.,.................. .............. 458. Before Sedan...................................... 9
9. The Three Fishers............................ " 29

so. Riding Together.........--................" 231-~232
11. Edinburgh after Flodden......................."277-282
î. The Forsaken Merman........................ " 298-3012

OrthograPhy and Orthoefy.-The prononciation, the syllabica.
tion, and the spelling from dictation, of words in common use. The
correction of words Improperly spelt or pronounced. Tise distinc-
tions between words in common use in regard to spelling, pronun-
ctation and meaning.

Managing Director.
There will be no formsl paper in Orthoepy, but the Examiner i

Oral Reading is instructed t consider the pronunciation.ofthe
didates in awarding their standing.

Geogra hy.-The furm and motions of the earth. The ch.e
definitions as contained in the authorized text-book: divisions)
the land and the water ; circles on the globe ; political divisionsnatural phenomena. Maps of America, Europe, Asia and Africa,
Maps o Canada and Ontario, inc!uding the raslway systems. The
products and commercial relations of Canada.

Grammar.-The sentence : its different forms. Words: their
chief classes and inflections. Different grammatical yalues of the
same word. The meanings of the chief grammatical terms. The
grammatical values of phrases and of clauses. The nature of theclauses in easy compound and complex sentences. The govern-
ment, the agreement, and the arrangement of words. The cor-
rection, with reasons therefor, of wrong forms of words and of false
syntax. The parsing of easy sentences. The analysis of simple
sentences.

Compositon.---The nature and the construction of different
kinds ofsentences. The combination of separate statements into
sentences. The nature and the construction of paragraphs. The
combination of separate statements into paragraphs. Variety of
expression, with the following classes of exercises:-Changi the
voice (or, conjugation) of the verb; expanding a word or r=
into a clause; contracting a clause into a word or phrase;
changin fronm direct into indirect narration, or the converse
transposition; changing the form of a sentence; expansion of
given heads or hints into a composition ; the contraction of as-
sages; paraphrasing prose. The elements of punctuation. Short
narratives or descriptions. Familiar letters.

History.-Outlines of English history; the ondines of Canadian
history generally, with particular attention to the events subse-
quent to 1841. The municipal institutions of Ontario, and the Fed-
eral form of the Dominion Go-ernment.

Arithmetic.-Numeration and notation ; the elementary rules-
greatest common measure and least common multiple, reduction
the compound rules ; vulgar and decimal fractions ; elementary
percentage and intereSt.

Writing. -The proper formation of the small and the capital
letters. The pupi wîll be expected to write neatly and leg forDr-asvirg.-Drawine L No. 5, of the Drawing C ourse forPublic Scools. Pupî s their school work in 

5
rawin

in any blank exercise it covers the prescribe
course, and no discrmî vor of work con-
tained in the atnhorized ir -4

Agriculture.-The text-book , 'adthere will be no paper set at the July eo.cNOTE.-lt is very probable that after Dece a will
be bat one entrance examination yearly, viz, at mL

Tc tONTO, January, z849.
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